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DEAR FRIENDS
hile World Trade Organization (WTO) members met in Cancun for the 5th WTO
ministerial, just minutes away civil society organization, producer group, government, business, and multilateral institution representatives participated in three
major events showcasing sustainable and Fair Trade. Thanks to the support of a wide
range of funders and the efforts of many speakers, producers, and volunteers, we were
successful in demonstrating to many of the world’s policy makers and key media that
Fair Trade is a viable alternative that warrants much greater support from governments, businesses
and international institutions. We also sent a powerful message that fair trade rules, especially fair
prices and wages, respect for the environment and direct trading relationships, are fundamental for
a sustainable trading system.

W

Over 70 producers, representing 20 countries, participated in the Fair Trade events. More than 600
people attended one or more of the 20 panels that made up the Symposium and Policy Forum. The
International Fair Trade Fair was the first-ever of its kind held at an official international meeting.
Nearly hundred producer cooperatives, businesses and supportive organizations from every continent
showed off their high quality ecological products ranging from Amazonian paper to no-sweatshop
clothing to dozens of delicious varieties of organic Fair Trade Certified coffee, tea, and chocolate. All
WTO delegates got a taste of the wonderful Mexican Fair Trade coffee as part of their official Mexican
government gift basket upon their arrival.
This historic event opened with an evening reception of over a thousand people, featuring Nobel Peace
Prize winner Rigoberta Menchu and high government officials from South Africa, Canada, Germany,
Switzerland, and Mexico. At the end of his closing remarks, Mexican Foreign Minister Ernesto Derbez
(who also chaired the WTO meeting) joined forces with Nobel Peace Prize winner and Guatemalan human
rights activist Rigoberta Menchu Tum to pound open a piñata full of Fair Trade chocolates, coffees, teas,
and other goodies.
The Fair Trade in the Americas Policy Forum examined policies in the developed and developing world
that could significantly increase support for and investment in Fair Trade. During the Forum, participants agreed on the need for a process among Fair Trade stakeholders aimed at improving cooperation,
increasing information flow and expanding Fair Trade in the hemisphere through coordinated action.
The UNCTAD XI meeting coming up in Brazil next June could be an important opportunity for Fair Trade
organizations to meet again to deepen our dialogue and work towards expanding sustainable and Fair
trade globally.
Our challenge and commitment as we move forward is to continue to advocate for the conditions which
will enable many more producers and workers around the world to benefit from the international trading
system—and to make sure that this system truly works in the interests of the poor and the environment.
Included in this report is an open letter to governments signed by nearly 60 organizations represented in
Cancun describing how governments and international institutions can advance Fair Trade globally.
Many seeds were planted in Cancun and we look forward to working with all of you to build support and
expand cooperation for Fair Trade globally.
Mark Ritchie
President,
Institute for Agriculture and Trade Policy
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THE FAIR TRADE FAIR: OPENING RECEPTION
t wasn’t the free-flowing mescal, the marimba music filling the tropical night air, or the view of the incandescent
moon over the Caribbean Sea that made the roof-top opening reception of the Fair Trade Fair an unforgettable
event (though this wonderful ambiance didn’t hurt!). What truly made the event memorable was the almost intoxicating sense of hope and joy that permeated the festivities. Nearly a thousand people, including many WTO delegates,
assembled to learn about, to witness and celebrate the vitality of Fair Trade. Even speakers who may have never
shared a podium before came together at the reception, testifying to the compelling nature of an ethical system of
trade guided by principles of fair wages, work-place democracy, and environmental sustainability.

I

After Mark Ritchie, President of the
Institute for Agriculture and Trade
Policy (IATP), warmly welcomed everyone and guests took a moment of
silence to express their collective sorrow over the suicide of a Korean
Farmer with a moment of silence, the
evening got underway with one inspiring speech after another endorsing Fair
Trade as the wave of the future.
Germany’s minister of Consumer
Protection, Food and Agriculture,
Renate Kuenast, opened the event by
reminding everyone that “free trade
alone does not automatically create
more justice and development opportunities for southern countries.”
Globalization and trade, she said, must
be shaped in such a way that “favors
developing countries, especially small
farmers. How we can shape trade so that
it can act as an effective tool for ecolog-

ically and socially
sustainable development is a question that must be
addressed by the
WTO.” She said
Fair Traders and
consumers can provide the answers
and practical alter- Minister Kuenast
visits the Indonesian
natives and that
booth before the
the promotion of
opening reception
Fair Trade is an
“essential instrument for reducing poverty.” Her announcement that Germany
had decided to launch a broad-based
consumer campaign to promote Fair
Trade, was greeted with cheers.
South Africa’s Minister of Arts,
Culture, Science and Technology, B. S.
Ngubane, expressed his satisfaction at
seeing the South African exhibition

booth while touring the Fair. Ngubane,
who as the chairman of the Sustainable
Trade and Innovation Center (STIC), is
a strong advocate for sustainable trade,
said, “We want a global Fair Trade
regime that is able to have a substantial impact on poverty and end what
South African President Mbeki calls
global apartheid.” Ngubane highlighted
a South African poverty alleviation
program “Proud to be South Africa”
that promotes and sets Fair Trade standards for production and sale of handicrafts and other products. He promised
to bring the lessons from the Fair and
Symposium back to South Africa.
Swiss Ambassador Matthias Meyer,
the trade representative for the Swiss
Secretariat for Economic Affairs
(SECO), one of the principal sponsors
of the event, called Fair Trade “the
model for the future” because “it helps
3

producers to be independent and get a
fair share of income.” It is a model that
he said the Swiss government has long
supported. He expressed hope that Fair
Trade would move from being a niche
to a more mainstream market. In
Switzerland, he said, they had some
success mainstreaming Fair Trade
bananas which represent a market
share of close to 25%. While Meyer
advocated for maintaining Fair Trade
as a private initiative, he suggested
governments can help in the harmonization of labels and standards,
expressing concern that the multiple
standards in the marketplace could
eventually be prohibitively difficult
and costly for producers. Finally, he
expressed hope that in the future labels
like Fair Trade will “become the standard for exports.”
Vandana Shiva, a long
time Indian global
human rights and
farmer advocate, said
that Fair Trade is the
WTO’s “mirror image.”
She encouraged everyone not to think too
short term. “While we have inequality
in the world, some Fair Trade initiatives might survive because of the
trading partnerships between producers
and consumers.” She warned, however,
that if current trends continue “most
people will have their livelihoods lost
and the artificially low prices of
agribusiness dominated agriculture will
make Fair Trade such a luxury that it
will shrink again … I want to see all
trade fair, that is why rules of the WTO
must change. Fair Trade must be the
mainstream.”
The special guest of the evening Nobel
Peace Prize winner Rigoberta Menchu
Tum followed with an equally stinging
criticism of the current trading system
which she said is responsible for the
growing chasm between the rich and
poor and growing unrest in the world.
In the face of this totally unjust and
unilateral system, Fair Trade is a critical means “to create more equal trade
4

Rigoberta Menchu and Minister Derbez take
a swing at the piñata

relations” and to “maintain the productive capacity and improve the well
being of producers and their communities … Thanks to Fair Trade, thousands
of producers in regions all around the
world have been able to sustain and
diversify their agriculture” and protect
the environment. She pointed out how
critical agriculture is to the planet and
to its inhabitants, 50% of whom rely
on agriculture for their livelihoods.
Ironically, she said, “three quarters of
the 800 million people who suffer from
malnutrition actually live in rural areas
and work in agriculture!”
Fair Trade, she said, is key in the
struggle against “a perverse system that
benefits a few and maintains a large
majority of people on the planet in
misery.” Menchu expressed skepticism
that there would be any positive result
from the Cancun meeting since rich
countries didn’t come with any positive
proposals. “The majority of developing
countries”, she said have not received
benefits from “free trade.” In fact, as
free trade grows, many small and
medium enterprises continue to disappear, along with jobs. Finally she said
that “the protests that we have seen are
a solid rejection of the behavior of
those who direct world trade and the
decisions they make on the backs of
the people.” The protests are the “voice
of the world citizenry, of the majority
who demand democratic decision making, who believe that another world is
possible and who are fighting for fair
and just trade that supports development.”
Before introducing the final guest

speaker of the night, Isais Martinez
Morales, President of the Union of
Indigenous Communities in the Istmo
Region (UCIRI), a Mexican Fair Trade
coffee cooperative, highlighted the
importance of the Fair Trade movement to the small producers of coffee
and other products as well as the consumers in the north. “Small producers,”
he said, “are ready to fight not only to
create a Fair Trade system with better
prices, but to create a different society
where we all have equal value.”
Mexican Foreign Minister Luis
Ernesto Derbez opened his remarks
describing a meeting he had just
attended with African countries to discuss their proposal to eliminate all subsidies in the cotton sector. He
expressed strong support for the proposal and said that this was “an important meeting since it represents without
a doubt the first step coming from a
ministerial meeting of support for low
income countries that depend on cotton for subsistence.” He said that he
was very happy to be at the Fair Trade
event because he believes that “agriculture is the basis for development in our
nations” and encouraged greater partnership with non governmental organizations (NGOs). “With the support of
each other working together, we can
achieve Fair Trade in the world. That is
the reason for the Doha rounds, that is
why we are here, and why many
developing countries like Mexico are
pushing very hard on the issue of agriculture.” With those words, Derbez and
Menchu picked up the stick and successfully broke the piñata, amidst
cheers and shrieks of the crowd that
dived for hundreds of Fair Trade goodies that came tumbling out.
It was visible that there was a hunger
for and a vital movement around the
world to construct new trade rules that
truly uplifted and empowered the
farmer, the artisan, and the consumer.
And the good news that greeted us was
that system was already thriving, and
spreading contagiously.

THE INTERNATIONAL FAIR TRADE FAIR
athered together for the first time at the International Fair Trade Fair, producers from every continent expressed
great pleasure at being able to show the world’s trade ministers, media, policy makers and NGOs gathered in
Cancun, just how Fair Trade really works. With coffee, tea, herbs, spices, coco, chocolate, mescal, honey, maple syrup,
grains, fruits, textiles, paper, wood products, and more, as calling cards, nearly a hundred producer cooperatives,
NGOs, businesses from around the world showed how this thriving economic system is bringing great benefits to producers and their communities.

G

With more than 24 countries represented including Brazil, Peru, Chile,
Ecuador, Venezuela, Panama, Honduras,
Nicaragua, Guatemala, Mexico, Nepal,
India, Ghana, South Africa, Indonesia,
the USA and Europe, this was no ordinary “trade” show, but rather a showing
of the diversity and breadth of the
international Fair Trade system. Over 40
Mexican Fair Trade producer organizations were featured in the Mexican
Pavilion, located in the center of the
Fair. It was hard for visitors to enter the
pavilion without first tasting the famous
Oaxacan mescal, and hearing first hand
from the mescal producers about the
tremendous work that goes into the production of such a delicious spirit.
Comercio Justo Mexico, the first developing country Fair Trade certification
organization, organized the pavilion to
highlight the growth of the Mexican
Fair Trade movement, which they hope
will catch on with Mexican consumers.
Their aim is to build Fair Trade markets
nationally in a country that produces
more than enough coffee to meet consumer demand.
While protesters clamored outside barricades calling for policies to make all
trade fair, Fair Trade Fair participants
made the same cry by demonstrating
that there are alternatives to the WTO

Mescal producers share their spirits in the
Mexican pavillian

free market approach to international
trade. The plight of these farmers was
brought to the fore in Cancun by the
shocking and tragic suicide of a Korean
farmer in protest of such “free-market”
policies that have driven down global
commodity prices. The Fair Trade Fair
provided the hope and the model that
Lee was looking for a system of trade
that is based on respect, fair prices and
fair wages at a time when coffee farmers are seeing the lowest global coffee
prices in a hundred years.
With colorful Mexican flags and posters
hung overhead, the more than 2,000
visitors to the Fair had the opportunity
to taste many products including
chocolate, coffee, quinoa cookies,
honey and
hibiscus
tea. As
visitors
tasted
these delicious
Rigoberta Menchu visits with
goodies,
producers at the Fair
and purchased beautiful gifts, they learned that
Fair Trade products are about quality
on all levels—quality of life for the producer and quality products for the consumer. Exhibitors spent much of their
time explaining how the products are
made and how their cooperatives, NGOs
and businesses function. They also
described the many social, economic
and environmental benefits that Fair
Trade brings to local communities.
Perhaps most importantly, visitors
learned how Fair Trade is helping to
build and strengthen family and community structures, and about the dignity and respect that Fair Trade brings to

producers.
Visitors to
the Fair
also
became
aware of
the
Adriana Gonzales shows off
important
her beautiful molas from
role
of
Panama
consumers
in this movement and the need for
rapid growth in Fair Trade markets to
counteract the devastating impact of
low commodity prices that are driving
many farmers off their land.
The impact on the visitors was clear.
WTO trade ministers and delegates who
came looking for delicious chocolate and
to see how their own country was represented at the Fair, were heard to comment: “This is the perfect thing for our
country, which is full of small scale producers. I see that we should be bringing
Fair Trade to our homes.” International
media teams were likewise impressed
with the existence of an alternative trade
system already in the works.
Visitors and producers alike were
inspired by what they saw at the Fair: a
vibrant, healthy, sustainable form of
trade that can revolutionize the ways in
which we interact with one another and
our planet. The Fair participants left
Cancun feeling that they had made
many vital connections. As one producer group representative from Guatemala
said: “This Fair helped all of us as we
had the opportunity to not only meet
other Guatemalans working in Fair
Trade but to begin to coordinate our
efforts on a national and international
level to benefit everyone.”
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SUSTAINABLE TRADE SYMPOSIUM: PANEL SUMMARIES
Chamaedorea Palm in the Floral Trade:
Promoting Environmental Sustainability and
Social Equity through Strategic Alliances
between Producers and Christian
Congregations – A Workshop
SPONSOR: Commission for Environmental Cooperation (CEC)
MODERATORS: Chantal Line Carpentier, Director of
Environment, Economy, and Trade Program, CEC & Dean
Current, Program Director for Integrated natural Resources
and Agricultural Management, University of Minnesota

Whelen highlighted Canada’s primary interests in the
WTO meeting: fundamental reform in agricultural trade,
better market access for goods and services, and
improved trade rules. Whelen described how Canada is
helping developing countries improve their trading position through a $165 million trade-related capacity
building program and by removing all quotas and tariffs on imports of most products from most Least
Developed Countries.

The summary and documents related to Palm meeting can
be found at the following web address:
http://www.cec.org/programs_projects/trade_environ_econ/pr
oject/index.cfm?projectID=11&varlan=english

Fair and sustainable trade is one way to make trade
work for the poor. The government cannot replace the
market, but it can complement it effectively, especially
by focusing on the needs of the poorest, and most vulnerable players in the market. “Fair Trade can help people lift themselves out of poverty without compromising
their culture, social institutions, or the environment. It
is a proven model for how equity can be integrated into
trade. The efforts of both government and Fair Trade
organizations in working towards more equitable trade
are very important. Let’s keep at it.” she said.

WTO Policy Plenary: Making Trade Work for
Producers, Rural Communities and the
Environment

Phil Bloomer stressed that the benefits of trade to the
poor are undermined by rigged rules set in powerful
countries. Rich countries make promises to keep the
poor countries at the table, and then break them when it
comes time to follow through. This brings the whole
multilateral system into disrepute.

SPEAKERS: Rene Ochoa, Texas A&M University; Sarah Ford,
Lutheran World Relie;f Jim Everett, Continental Green

SPONSOR: Oxfam International, Institute for Agriculture and

Trade Policy
MODERATOR: Mark Ritchie, President, Institute for Agriculture
and Trade Policy, USA;
SPEAKERS: Susan Whelan, Minister, Canadian International

Development Agency (CIDA);Phil Bloomer, International
Trade Campaign Manager, Oxfam International; Isaías
Martinez Morales, Union of Indigenous Communities in the
Istmo Region (UCIRI), Mexico; Katherine Anderson,
International Federation for Alternative Trade, UK
OVERVIEW: Panelists discussed the impact of current trade
rules and practices, such as dumping and low commodity
prices and explored the growth and benefits of Fair Trade in
the North and South. They also addressed the following
questions: What lessons does the Fair Trade system hold for
conventional trade? What kinds of trade rules are needed to
expand sustainable trade and make all trade fair?

Susan Whelan emphasized that economic growth is
critical to development and poverty alleviation and
that the WTO and international regulatory bodies represent the way to promote openness, which is critical
to growth. Ideally, the WTO can hold powerful countries accountable in ways that national-level schemes
cannot.
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Bloomer pointed out the underlying causes of poverty
among commodity producers: market concentration,
subsidies and dumping policies in the North, and insufficient diversification, which increases risk. He compared and contrasted coffee and sugar. Coffee, exclusively a tropical crop, is experiencing overproduction
and rapid liberalization, which has led to a “free market” – the solution prescribed by rich countries. The
result has been the worst crisis for coffee farmers in 100
years. Sugar, on the other hand, is a tropical and temperate crop. As a result, it is a highly regulated market
which subsidizes grossly uncompetitive northern products that lead to surpluses dumped in the world market,
destroying poor peoples markets and livelihoods. The EU
has the highest cost of production, but is the secondbiggest exporter. These commodities require management schemes that are globally just, based on Fair Trade
principles, and open market access.
Isaias Martinez Morales described the cooperative’s initial efforts to develop and find Fair Trade markets in
Europe more than fifteen years ago. He was clear in his
prescription how to improve the lives of producers in
developing countries: “Producers simply want to be paid
a fair price for the commodities they produce.” The fair
price brings many benefits, especially enabling producers to develop social and environmental projects in their

communities. He also emphasized that Fair Trade is not
about charity or aid. Producers work hard to make a
quality product. Buyers pay for quality, not pity, and it
is time that the international bodies understand the
issues and challenges facing producers.
Kathy Anderson stressed that Fair Trade is not just
about fair access to markets. It is about building partnerships along the commodity chain. Consumers come
into the partnership through interest in seeing small
producers get a fair deal. In order to bring greater benefits to producers there must be more value added products, more South-South trade, more local trade, more
diverse markets and producer ownership. Consumers
also need to be informed of the broader injustices
because only then will we have a broad market for
change. IFAT brings together 200 members from 55 different countries for three main reasons: to build a market for Fair Trade; to build trust in Fair Trade; and to
advocate for Fair Trade. “Trade can alleviate poverty but
only under certain circumstances., but free trade must
be fair—and there must be discretion to enable poor
countries to protect their markets and to adopt policies
that benefit small scale producers Market access is not
the end of the story, it must be linked to capacity building programs for small enterprises.”

Fair Trade: A Path Forward to the Millenium
Development Goals
SPONSORS: Women’s Edge & Institute for Agriculture and

Trade Policy
MODERATOR: Marceline White
SPEAKERS: Eveline Herfkens, UN Secretary General’s

Executive Coordinator of the Millennium Development Goals;
Marceline White, Director, Global Trade Program, Women’s
Edge Coalition and Board Chair, Fair Trade Federation;
Antonia Rodriguez de Moscoso, ASERBOLSOM, Bolivia
OVERVIEW: This panel discussed the important connection

between Fair Trade and the achievement of the United
Nation’s Millennium Development Goals. The eight
“Millennium Development Goals”(MDGs) agreed upon at the
UN by heads of state in 2000 are to: Eradicate extreme
poverty; Improve maternal health; Achieve universal primary education; Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria, and other diseases; Promote gender equality and empower women;
Ensure environmental sustainability; Reduce child mortality;
Develop a global partnership for development.
Eveline Herfkens stated that the Fair Trade movement
is leading the way in helping to realize the Millenium
Development Goals. Poor people want a decent income
by getting a decent price for their goods. It is generally
agreed that the developed world can help poor countries
by using aid AND trade as well as aid FOR trade.
Developed countries must use aid money to help coun-

tries strengthen their ability to trade on fair trade terms.
Heads of state have promised to help achieve these
goals, Hefskins noted. “We can’t let them fail to fulfill
those promises”.
Lip service has long been given to the idea that trade
serves the poor. However, current agricultural policies
which allow for overproduction and export are destroying poor farmers. Developed countries must open their
markets to products of poor people. We need to keep
tariffs from increasing; we need to prevent dumping, we
need to simplify rules of origin; they are too complicated. Another problem for developing countries is that
transnational companies will use knowledge that they
learn from small communities without giving them any
compensation. “It is very important,” Herfskens emphasized, “that you become advocates for all trade being
fair.” We need to increase awareness of how rules are
rigged against the poor.
Finally, in order for the MCGs to succeed, we must have
a UN that has muscle. The UN needs powerful members.
The UN has come up with excellent proposals. For
instance, it was decided by the UN that rich countries
should use a mere 0.7% of their resources for development in poor countries. Only 3 or 4 countries have done
this, which is not the UN’s fault.
MARCELINE WHITE addressed the one of the MDGs: gender equality, noting that since 70% of the poorest people
in the world are women, to focus on poverty, we must
focus on women’s poverty. One reason that women suffer from poverty more than men do is that they have
less access to land, credit, banking. Another is the social
and cultural discrimination they face. Women often
won’t be hired for certain jobs. Women are the last
hired and first fired. Women earn less even if they have
the same education, same experience. White stated that
there is also an issue for women that she referred to as
“time poverty:” Women spend more time in care activities. Therefore they have less time to look for work or to
relax. Finally, White noted that countless studies show
that women channel money into their homes and children. Men spend money on private pursuits and leisure.

There are certain types of work that allow women, in
particular, to care for their families while gaining
income. Banana growing and weaving are two activities
that are easily combined with child care. But WTO rules
make it difficult for poor families to choose the best
activities for their lifestyles because, for instance, U.S.
tariffs are huge on value-added goods.
International property rights rules are not being discussed
at all in the WTO. This is critical to making trade fair for
poor countries. There is no way in the WTO system to
protect cultural knowledge, only individuals can patent
ideas. One can take any idea from a group of people and
market it without compensating that group. In some
instances, cheap Asian copies of indigenous products are
being sold falsely labeled as handmade goods.
7

White made several recommendations to make international trade more fair: Build a market for fairly traded
goods; diversify the types of goods available through
Fair Trade; tell the stories of producers; work closely
with producers; challenge existing trade rules.
Antonia Rodriguez explained that she was born in a
very poor community, where there was no transportation available and it took two days to walk to the nearest town, Potoci. She began to work as domestic at 8 or
9 years old, taking care of a baby. She herself now has
3 children. Two of her sons are engineers; her third son
is a dentist. Rodriguez herself finished primary and secondary school two years ago, and stated that she plans
now to study business at university.
“I’ve been mistreated,” she said. “Our rights as women
have been violated.” Many people in Bolivia have had
experiences like hers. After Rodriguez had 3 children,
her husband left her, telling her, “Without me, you will
starve.” But Rodriguez, determined to prove him
wrong, worked night and day and gained strength
from making it on her own. “I have learned a great
deal,” she told the crowd, “and I have strength and
courage to move forward.”
She produces handicrafts and works for equal rights.
She participates in the local Chamber of Commerce. In
the last election, she was a candidate for congress
through the Socialist party. She is also an advocate for
Fair Trade. She said that it is important for value to be
placed on natural materials, things made with love.
“Coffee beans and other products must be natural so as
not to harm our bodies,” Rodriguez noted. We produce
crafts with love and affection because people are going
to use those products.
The policies of the United States marginalize poor countries and their people. Maquila factories hurt us; the FTAA
can harm humanity. Bolivia has many resources, and the
indigenous people there live in harmony with the land.
They are fighting the export of gas; it is being sold for
practically nothing and is controlled by multinationals.

lighted three labeling initiatives: Indocert, TransFair Canada,
and Forest Stewardship Council. An interesting discussion
ensued about the possible impact of the WTO on labeling
(could force a lowering of the standards) and lessons that
the Fair Trade movement could learn from experiences such
as the U.S. organic label.
Matthew Sebastian spoke about Indocert’s role in
inspection, certification and labeling of organic products
in India. Indocert conducts several kinds of inspections
at each farm it certifies: the initial inspection, subsequent annual inspections, and “additional” inspections
that may be done upon suspicion of non-compliance, to
check on implementation of “conditions” imposed when
certification was granted, or simply at random.
Certification is based on the results of these inspections
as well as compliance with legal requirements and labor
standards. Indocert labels certified products with its
“India Organic” logo and monitors the marketplace to
prevent misuse of the logo. Many NGOs have been promoting certified organic products in India and have
influenced the government to consider promoting
organics as well. Still, there are barriers to small producers’ involvement in this movement:
■

Many farmers and government extension workers are
unfamiliar with organic standards and practices and
don’t have access to marketing information;

■

Data on the economic performance of organic products is lacking;

■

Consumers don’t know where to buy organic and
whether the quality is reliable; and

■

The costs of certification are high, though it has come
down.

Chantal Harvard explained that TransFair Canada started in 1995 and currently certifies five products (coffee,
tea, sugar, sugar and chocolate), with more than 100
Canadian companies participating. Fair Trade standards
are determined by FLO and vary slightly by product, but
are based on four principles:
■

Produced by democratically-organized cooperatives
or, for some products, in plants or estates where
workers have the right to unionize;

■

Laws are obeyed and production is environmentally
sustainable;

■

The price paid includes a social premium; and

■

Contracts are signed in advance, with credit provisions.

What’s Behind The Label?
SPONSOR: Swiss Secretariat for Economic Affairs (SECO)
MODERATOR: Pierre Johnson, Coordinator of the Fair Trade

Workshop of the Alliance for Responsible, Plural and United
World, France
SPEAKERS: Matthew Sebastian, Executive Director, Indocert,

India; Chantal Havard, TransFair Canada; Dawn Robinson,
Forest Stewardship Council (FSC;, René Audet, University of
Quebec in Montreal, Canada
OVERVIEW: Consumer labeling is a compelling strategy for

building consumer trust and an important component of a
broader sustainable development strategy. This panel high-
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Participating companies must provide quarterly reports
to TransFair, pay licensing fees based on the volume of
certified products they sell, and submit to annual audits.
Many groups are now encouraging common inspection
among Fair Trade and organic certifiers, and FLO is currently experimenting with one such model in Mexico –

Certimex. There is also debate currently about whether
Fair Trade standards should be public or private, with
the French and Belgian governments attempting to
make them public. FLO prefers that they remain private.
A recent Canadian study concluded that TransFair is the
best option for certification but that the government
should develop some legislation on Fair Trade products.

Chiapas, Oaxaca, and Guerrero. Sample projects involve
the production of honey, hibiscus, mescal, and coffee.
This is a unique endeavor for the Bank because these
are small-scale rather than large infrastructure projects.
The program provides financial resources, technical
assistance, and marketing support. It also works through
existing NGOs that in turn provide credit and assistance.

Dawn Robinson spoke for FSC and referred people who
The project proposals come directly from the communiwant more information to her colleague Carolina Hoyos
ties, which ensures their cultural and regional relevance.
(choyos@fscoax.org). FSC members provide two kinds
Operations are administered in Mexico, and are
of certification (forest management certification and
approved by the Bank’s civil society committee.
chain-of-custody certification) according to FSC’s ten
Technical assistance and accompaniment is a vital comprinciples (the 10th being for planponent of the program and must
tations only) and 56 criteria.
be ongoing in order for these projNational initiatives can use the
ects to be successful.
generic FSC standards, though
Robert Stiller believes in a “botmost choose to adapt them to their
tom up” rather than a “top down”
local context. Local and national
business approach. Green
standards are field tested before
Mountain sells coffee in various
the national initiative is accredited
venues. The company often sends
as part of FSC. FSC also accredits
employees to the source, to visit
and monitors certifying bodies and
the producers directly, and freissues “corrective action requests”
quently brings producers to the
when necessary. Certified products
United States. He underscored the
include timber and non-timber
importance of educating the conforest products (hearts of palm,
sumer, who doesn’t often underRobert Stiller speaks about Green Mountain’s
chicle, Brazil nuts). Formed in
stand the reality of the growing
success
at
opening
press
conference
1993, FSC adopted a social strateconditions.
gy in 2002 that gives special
Fair Trade sales are growing rapidly, though the compaattention to small producers, indigenous people and
ny does not buy all of its coffee in the FT market. He
community forestry practitioners.
highlighted the importance of building consumer
demand in order to expand the Fair Trade market,
pointing out that increased consumer demand is the
Scaling up Fair Trade for Greater Impact:
major driving factor behind Green Mountain’s increased
What Will it Take?
FT purchases. He also mentioned the critical role of
third party verification in ensuring that consumers learn
SPONSOR: Green Mountain Coffee Roasters
about and trust the FT movement.
MODERATOR: Steve Sellers, Chief Operating Officer, TransFair
Paola Ghillani provided a brief history of FLO’s beginUSA
nings as an umbrella labeling organization. It is now
SPEAKERS: David Atkinson, Representative, Inter-American
Development Bank, Mexico; Robert Stiller, CEO of Green
Mountain Coffee Inc., USA; Paola Ghillani, President Fair
Trade Labeling Organization International (FLO); Rene
Ausecha Chaux, Director, COSURCA, Colombia

comprised of 17 labeling organizations and has 315 certified producer organizations. It is a rapidly growing
organization with an average rate of 20% growth annually. The FLO vision is that Fair Trade will become the
norm and not the exception in the global community.

OVERVIEW: Speakers addressed what the current impact of

FLO’s mission is to: 1) certify and control products that
carry the FT label and to ensure they follow FT standards as set by FLO’s stakeholders, which includes all
involved in the FT chain: producers, traders, consumers
etc.; 2) open markets to producers in developing countries with FT conditions. Ghillani stressed the importance of strengthening producer position through commercial training, more autonomy, quality standards, and
management.

Fair Trade (FT) is, how it can be expanded and what the
future of FT looks like. Speakers representing four distinct
aspects of the FT movement addressed these questions from
their respective viewpoints: producer, roaster/buyer, certifier,
outside financier. The unifying goals for all were increasing
consumer awareness and demand, expanding technical
capacity in producing communities, and maintaining unity
within a diverse FT movement.
David Atkinson: The IDB is financing eighteen community development projects in the Mexican states of

New product addition is also a major aspect of scaling
up Fair Trade. The most important markets are in
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Europe, though the US and Canada are both growing.
As the organization grows, it is a challenge to continue
to ensure effective producer participation while maintaining an efficient system. Another important goal is to
maintain transparency of the labeling system to keep
consumer trust. The goal is to strive towards a progressively common identity within FT movement without
endangering consumer recognition.

tion on family agriculture in Brazil, namely the loss of
competitiveness and environmental degradation. This is
a very serious problem since family agriculture produces
51% of the food grown in Brazil, and with only 30% of
the overall land area in the country, this sector is
responsible for 39% of the agricultural GDP. The speaker
argued for the state and social movements to play a role
in promoting Fair Trade in Brazil through marketing
and other assistance to family farmers including: production management, credit, appropriate technology and
technical assistance, and strengthening the cooperative
sector. The state could also help by funding local organizations to plan development and by promoting networks for ethical trade based on
solidarity.

Rene Ausecha Chaux highlighted the benefits of Fair
Trade. In a region heavily affected by the civil war and
cocaine production, access to the FT market has allowed
COSURCA farmers to stay on their land and continue to
make a living through their coffee.
FT betters their living conditions
and gives producers a voice and
greater autonomy in international
Guadalupe Quiróz Jiménez:
and local markets. In order to meet
Comercio Justo Mexico (CJM)
the growing demands of the Fair
groups together 125,000 small proTrade market, COSURCA needs to
ducers of coffee, honey and other
focus on organic production and
products from Oaxaca, Chiapas,
organizational development. Their
Guerrero, Puebla, Queretaro and
goal is to continue strengthening
the capital city (D.F.). CJM was
their position as campesinos to diafounded in 1998 and launched the
logue with the government, negotifirst Fair Trade certification initiaate further development projects,
tive (seal) in a Southern/producing
and seek foreign investment. They
country. CJM is a member of Fair
Guadalupe Quiróz speaks to reporters
aim to accelerate the conversion to
Trade Labeling Organizations
about Fair Trade
completely organic production as
International (FLO). Six producer
well as open new export channels
cooperatives are now using the
for their coffee.
Comercio Justo seal, including UCIRI, CESMACH, CEPCO,
Agromercados and others. These producers joined
together to create the “Café Fertil” brand of fair trade
certified coffee, which is a blend of coffee from many
Fair Trade Within Borders: Creating
different groups now being distributed in Queretaro and
Domestic Markets and National Policies to
Guadalajara. Comercio Justo sees its primary roles as
Support Small Producers
creating “Value Added” for producers and helping its
member organizations with sales and marketing. Future
projects include a consumer campaign planned for this
MODERATOR: Seth Petchers, Consultant, Chocolate Matters,
fall and opening retail cafes.
USA
SPEAKERS: Guadalupe Quiróz Jiménez, President of Comercio

Justo Mexico; Winnie Lira, Executive Director, Fundacion
Solidaridad, Chile; Alberto Broch, Vice President, CONTAG;
Hannah Lewis, Coordinator for the Domestic Fair Trade
Working Group, USA
OVERVIEW: Northerners tend to think of Northern (industrial-

ized) countries as the primary markets for Fair Trade products. However, there are viable and significant markets in
Southern (developing) countries as well. This panel highlighted three organizations and their strategies for successfully developing domestic markets in Brazil, Mexico and
Chile, as well as an example of Fair Trade principles being
used in marketing US-produced goods locally.
Alberto Broch CONTAG is a labor confederation made
up of 25 federations, comprising 2700 labor unions representing small producers and rural workers. Broch
spoke about the negative impact of economic globaliza-
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Winnie Lira: Fundacion Solidaridad was started in
order to support families of the disappeared during
Chile’s Pinochet regime. The group was successful in
exporting “arpilleras” (a traditional textile) on Fair Trade
terms to 15 countries. In 1990, a group of Fair Trade
producers in a neighboring country began exporting a
similar product at a significantly lower price, causing a
decrease in orders for arpilleras from Chile. As a result,
Fundacion Solidaridad re-examined its strategy and
decided to pursue other markets within Chile. Their successful strategy, which has expanded the organization’s
impact to nearly 500 families, includes:
■

Operating two Fair Trade retail stores in Chile.

■

Securing government contracts for educational dolls
used in the schools (Fundacion Solidaridad beat out
multi-national corporations Disney, Mattel, and
Fisher-Price to win these contracts!).

■

Launching a campaign to encourage corporations to
make employee gifts Fair Trade, as part of their
Corporate Social Responsibility commitments. Out of
80 companies the foundation approached, three
responded and have ordered Fair Trade gifts several
years in a row.

Hannah Lewis: The Domestic Fair Trade Working Group
is a six-month-old initiative aimed at supporting small
and medium-sized farmers in the US using Fair Trade
principles. International Fair Trade principles could be
adapted in the US to support these farmers. These
include transparency, democracy, and the idea that a
product’s true cost is equal to the cost of production plus
the cost of living and an additional social premium.
Farmers’ markets and community-supported agriculture
(CSA’s) are examples of Fair Trade-like programs that
have supported small and organic farmers in the USA for
decades. Several new projects are building upon on these
ideas and looking more directly to the Fair Trade model.
For example, the Washington Fair Trade Agriculture
(WAFTA) project is bringing farmworkers (through the
United Farmworkers Union) together with small and
medium-sized apple growers to market Fair Trade apples
at a higher price that will actually meet growers and
farmworkers’ needs. Several wholesalers and retailers are
already interested. Native Harvest is another example of
a domestic Fair Trade project in which Native Americans
are producing and marketing wild rice, maple syrup and
raspberry preserves.

Sustainable Procurement: Key Strategies for
Advancing Sustainable Development
SPONSOR: Commission for Environmental Cooperation (CEC)
MODERATOR:Chantal Line Carpentier Director, Environment,

Economy, and Trade Program, CEC
SPEAKERS: Diego Masera Cerutti, ROLAC, UNEP; Luz Aida

Martinez, Mexican Environment and Natural Resources
Secretariat (SEMARNAT);Robert Kerr, (ICLEI)International
Council for Local Environmental Initiatives
Summary is unavailable. More information regarding the
North American Green Purchasing Initiative as well as powerpoint presentations from UNEP and SERMARNAT are
available on the CEC website at: http://www.cec.org/programs_projects/trade_environ_econ/

Trade Preferences and Environmental Goods
and Services
SPONSOR: Commission for Environmental Cooperation (CEC)
MODERATOR: Scott Vaughn, Visiting Scholar, Trade, Equity

and Development Project, Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace
Speakers: John Polak, President of the Global Ecolabeling
Network, President, Terra-Choice, Canada; Kevin Gallgher,
TUFTS University, USA;Beatrice Chaytor, FIELD, UK; Annie
Dufey, Economist, RIDES
Summary is unavailable.

Wearing Sustainability on Your Sleeve:
Organic Cotton and Fair Trade in the
Apparel Industry
SPONSOR: Organic Consumer Association
MODERATOR: Chris Treter, Clothes for Change Campaign,

Organic Consumers Union
SPEAKERS: Will Allen, Organic Cotton Farmer and Founder of
the Sustainable Cotton Project, USA; Ronnie Cummins,
Organic Consumers Association, USA; Roian Atwood,
Community Relations Coordinator, American Apparel, USA;
Bena Burda, President of Maggie’s Organics, USA; Zulema
Mena, Maquilador Mujeres (supplier to Maggies Organics),
Nicaragua
OVERVIEW: Panelists discussed increasing corporate control

and manipulation of the market in a wide range of agricultural commodities, especially cotton, and the harsh impact
this is having on family farms. They emphasized the need
for building support among the anti-sweatshop and labor
movement for both organic and Fair Trade standards in the
factories and in the fields. Representatives from two pioneering retailers of sustainable cotton clothing in the United
States discussed their business models and a Nicaraguan
worker/owner of an alternative sewing Maquila discussed
the struggles and successes of women in Nicaragua in the
Maquila sector.
Will Allen stressed the fact that the agricultural sector
in grains, meat and other commodities in the USA (and
the world) is now dominated by a small handful of
multinational corporate entities (Cargill, Conagra, IBP,
ADM). Vertical and horizontal control enables them to
manipulate the supply and the price and retain political
control over many farmers in the USA and Europe. The
GATT exacerbated this trend. For example, after the
passage of North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA) the world price for cotton dropped; as a result,
Native Americans lost land that their ancestors had
lived on for 5000 years and 20,000 Indian cotton farmers committed suicide.
Cotton is one of the world’s most important crops with
85 cotton producing countries. China is the biggest producer; the USA is the second biggest producer and
largest exporter. The U.S. government subsidizes cotton,
with 80% of those subsidies going to less than 10% of
cotton farmers. The average size of a cotton farm in the
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USA now is 1000 acres, while the average size in the
1940s was 17 acres. Back then, 40% of the population
farmed; now less than 1% of population are farmers.
Five hundred farms a week are going bankrupt in the
USA. Monocultural production is encouraged all over
world, in large part, as a result of WTO policies. Fair
Trade organizations and the Fair Trade movement is
important to enable local communities to continue to
have their traditional farming system.
Many farmers in the USA want to farm organically or
by using Integrated Pest Management (IPM). In the 90s,
we spent a lot of time creating the organic market and
were able to get a number of clothing companies interested and farmers shifted 15,000 acres to certified
organic cotton. After NAFTA and GATT, organics were
practically eliminated with only 130 acres of organic
cotton left. As a result of subsidies, we export over 50%
of our cotton and create a downward price pressure on
all cotton. Subsidies have to change so that they
encourage sustainable and organic agriculture.
Ronnie Cummins: The Organic Consumers Association
is a network of 500,000 organic consumers working to
promote food security and Fair Trade (see www.organiconsumers.org/for a wealth of info about organics, Fair
Trade and the food industry). While there is a major
organics trend in the $800 billion food industry, it is
much more difficult to find organic in the garment
industry, and even harder to find organic and Fair Trade
or non-sweatshop together in one product. Of the $300
billion U.S. garment industry, 90% of garments are produced outside of the USA. Of the 10% of production in
the USA, sixty percent is in sweatshops. You cannot
readily buy 100% organic cotton, union made clothes.
The Organic Consumers Organization’s Clothes for
Change campaign is asking organizations and retailers
to commit to selling non-GMO, non-sweatshop, and
100% organic cotton clothing.
Thirteen million households say they are buying organic
food—but very few are buying organic clothing. While
there are lots of protests against NIKE, there are few
alternatives. The bottom line is that we must create
mass awareness in the USA and the global north around
the issues of sweatshop and GMO garment production.
People need to become aware that “every time you buy
an article of clothing in the USA, you are destroying the
environment, promoting genetic engineering and
oppressing workers.” Seventy percent of Americans are
willing to pay more for products, including garments
that don’t damage the environment and don’t exploit
workers. However, if there’s no marketplace alternative,
they are going to keep doing what they are doing.
NIKE’s response to current anti-sweatshop movement is
to buy organic cotton—NIKE is now the largest purchaser of organic cotton. The problem is that organic cotton
does not guarantee fair wages and conditions for workers. For example, sweat labor in fields is behind the cot-
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ton that even well-intentioned companies like SWEAT X
use. AFL-CIO refused to pay $1 more for t-shirts to be
organic. It is critical to get the anti-sweatshop movement to address sweatshops in fields, and promote Fair
Trade along with organics. USDA organic does nothing
to ensure that minimum labor standards have been met.
Roian Atwood described American Apparel’s recent commitment to transitioning to using organic cotton in 80%
of its production. American Apparel’s emphasis has been
on fair treatment for workers. The Los Angeles based
company pays its workers $11-$15/hour, based on experience. It also offers subsidized dental and health care,
subsidized lunches, access to college scholarships, and is
creating an on-site childcare center and wellness center.
Bena Burda, of Maggie’s Organics offers a 100% organic cotton line of clothing. In order to be competitive, the
company had to go off-shore. However, it was committed to finding production facilities that treated their
workers well and wanted to promote a connection
between the producers and the consumers of the product. Eventually, it decided to source its t-shirts from a
women’s sewing cooperative in Nicaragua formed by
victims of Hurricane Mitch. Burda showed a video that
highlighted the tremendous work of this women-owned
sewing factory in Nicaragua.
Zulema Mena recounted how the Maquiladora workers
are mostly women and are very poor. Because there is
high unemployment, maquila work is an important alternative. However Nicaraguan women are very exploited
in this sector and have long been struggling for a fair
wage. Mena sharply criticized the maquilas, many of
which are run by the Chinese. In contrast to the majority
of maquilas, Mena described the worker owned sewing
factory model that she has helped create. She highlighted
the joy and happiness the women feel at being to run
their own business, and the significant wage increases
women enjoy now that they are able to divide the profits
among the cooperative’s membership. This is the first
coop in the maquila sector in Nicaragua that has this
kind structure. The women receive a fair salary of 42.50
cordobas per day compared to the 9 cordobas average
workers receive in the Chinese factories. “We are a model
that we want other factories to copy—we are managed
by Nicaraguan women, not the Chinese.”

WTO Policy Plenary: Social and Eco-labeling: Market Opportunities, Challenges &
Future Strategies
SPONSOR: Swiss Secretariat for Economic Affairs (SECO)
MODERATOR: Daniel Wermus, Journalist, Infosud, Switzerland
SPEAKERS: B. S. Ngubane, South African Minister of Arts,

Culture, Science & Technology, Chair of Sustainable Trade
and Innovation Center (STIC); John Polak, President of the

Global Ecolabeling Network, President, Terra Choice
Environmental Services Inc., Canada; Froilan Berltran
Condori, General Manager, and Bernardo Apaza, Marketing
Manager, El CEIBO, Cocoa cooperative, Bolivia; Matthias
Meyer, Trade and Development Issues Officer, Swiss
Secretariat for Economic Affairs (SECO)

There are three issues that have been raised as concerns:
1) access to label regardless of country of origin; 2)
transparency in decision-making process and the ability
of stakeholders to influence the development of standards; and 3) non product related PPM (process and
production methods) requirements.

OVERVIEW: Panelists discussed eco-labeling in the context of
WTO agreements and highlighted the kinds of policies and
resources that are needed in order to enable producers in the
South to benefit from ecological and Fair Trade markets in
the North.

There is a lot of confusion and criticism from both the
environmental and trade camps, but not a lot of understanding. Any type of eco-labeling could be operated in
a way as to cause unnecessary barrier to trade, if poorly
implemented. However, Polak was not aware of any
operating that way nor of any specific complaint to
WTO. Environment could and perhaps should be used as a trade
policy tool, encouraging the trade
in environmentally preferable
products and eco-labeling could
play a key

B. S. Ngubane stressed how resources for capacity
building initiatives must go hand
in hand with the development of
ecological and social standards. He
pointed out that producers are
increasingly facing pressure to
comply with ecological, social and
health standards in the North.
role in that. Fair trade standards
Ironically these very standards
should be set and promoted with
intended to favor sustainable prothis in mind.
ducers and increase sustainable
Froilan Beltran Condori spoke of
development sometimes have the
the tremendous benefits to proopposite effect—harming prospects
ducers from FT and ecological
for poverty reduction and ecomarkets in the North. El Ceibo
nomic growth—since producers
Minister Ngubane speaks on ecolableing panel
cocoa cooperative, located 160
which can’t meet these standards
kms from La Paz, has grown from
are being excluded from markets. It is not that produc12 cooperatives in 1977 to 37 today, with more than
ers and their governments are not willing to meet these
4000 members. It was founded in order to help prostandards, they simply lack the institutional, technical
ducers overcome exploitative middlemen and help
and financial capacity to do so.
them find direct markets for their cocoa. Given the
There are several things needed to improve this situation:
lack of government support and infrastructure, El
(1) Southern participation in the development of stanCEIBO was created to enable producers to gain the
dards; (2) increased access to technical knowledge and
support they need and help them diversify their proresources; (3) financial resources to comply with expenduction. There are many different aspects of the orgasive certification requirements; (4) need for better criteria;
nization’s work: agro-forestry (environmental protecand (5) increased uniformity of different standards. In
tion); sustainable democracy (development); agroaddition, more official development assistance needs to
industry (production), and marketing. Sales have been
be channeled to producers, both for the development of
steadily rising. Production is 60% Fair Trade, and 40%
technical infrastructure and human resources. Finally, we
organic. “We are fighting the injustices that exist in
need more organizations like STIC, that can help provide
the economic and social realm of our country.”
the specific technical assistance to producers.
Mathias Meyer emphasized that eco-labels should be
John Polak emphasized that eco-labeling initiatives
seen in the context of both trade rules and environmenrequire discipline in order to be meaningful. There are
tal regulations. SECO would like to see the WTO incormany varieties of eco-label; many bases upon which
porate eco-labels, along with the precautionary and polthey can be distinguished. These include: voluntary v.
luter-pays principles. To achieve this, the labels must be
mandatory (toxicity); self-declared v. 3rd party verified;
predictable and set consistent high goals, which may
single issue (energy) v. multiple issue (lifecycle); single
imply harmonization of labels. Governments should be
sector v. multiple sector; leadership v relative rating v
involved mainly in raising public awareness and helping
information.
harmonization efforts. Two essential principles: nondiscrimination and transparency, should guide labeling.
Trade agreements might or might not have application
This would include transparent criteria determination.
to eco-labeling. There are three trade agreements that
The inclusion of these principles will help engender
could be relevant: a) GATT b) Technical Barriars to
trust in the labels.
Trade and c) General Agreement on Trade and Services.
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Corn at the Nexus of Debates over Trade,
Hunger, Biotechnology, and Agricultural
Subsidies
SPONSOR: Consumer’s Choice Council
MODERATOR: Barbara Unmuessig, President of the Heinrich
Boell Foundation
SPEAKERS: Gustavo Alanis, Mexican Center for Environmental

Law (CEMDA), Mexico; Pat Mooney, ETC Group, Canada;
Kathleen Delate, Iowa State University, USA; Gonzalo
Fanzul, Intermon (Spanish member of Oxfam International);
Paul Kwengere, ActionAid, Malawi
This panel explored some of the challenges posed to farmers, export markets, food security, and biodiversity by the
advent of genetically engineered and subsidized corn. A
summary of this panel is not available. Speeches from this
panel are available on line at www.consumerchoice.org.

100% Fair Trade in Coffee: The Power of
Commitment
SPONSOR: Cooperative Coffees, Inc.
MODERATOR: Monika Firl, Cooperative Coffees, USA *
SPEAKERS: Dean Cycon, Dean’s Beans Organic Coffee Co.,
USA*;Beth Ann Milardo, Equal Exchange, USA*; Scott
Patterson, Peace Coffee, USA*; Augustin Vazquez Ruiz,
Maya Vinic Cooperative, Mexico*

* speakers are representatives of Cooperative Coffee Roasters
OVERVIEW: This is a critical moment in the Fair Trade move-

ment, especially with regard to the coffee market. There are
currently more than 200 Fair Trade licensees, but many sell
only one FT blend. In contrast, each of the roasters on the
panel is committed to buying 100% Fair Trade, in an effort
to create fundamental changes in the trading system. These
roasters emphasize how crucial it is to increase current
licensee participation to truly expand the market and discussed ideas of what 100% fair traders and other coffee
roasters could do to expand Fair Trade and broaden its
impact.
Scott Patterson: The creation of Cooperative Coffees has
been helpful to Peace Coffee (PC) and other small FT
roasters in the USA by allowing small roasters to gain
purchasing power and offer greater varieties of coffee. It
allows 100% FT coffee producers to share risk, and get
better access to credit. Peace Coffee prioritizes relationships with producers and especially purchasing from
not-so well-established producers. Pre-harvest financing
is critical to enable less established producers grow and
move to the next stage. Last year, PC did provide preharvest financing for 50% of all purchases. Few companies are doing that and it should be a bigger priority for
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companies that offer FT coffee. The 100%ers need to
advocate for companies who often just carry one selection to purchase a greater volume of FT and certification requirements should also aim at increasing volume
of FT purchasing. Also, there needs to be greater transparency in business practices so consumers know where
the coffee comes from. Also, more roasters should be
more directly involved with producers and make commitments up front in their FT purchases.
Beth Ann Milardo: Equal Exchange takes a holistic
approach to Fair Trade. The mission statement is to
build long-term trade partnerships that are economically just and environmentally sound; to foster mutually beneficial relationships between farmers and consumers; and show the success and viability of a worker
cooperative in Fair Trade. Equal Exchange prioritizes
educating both the consumers and internal education
of their staff, offering work-time to employees to go to
forums. Equal Exchange is proud that it is a workerowned coop with 40 members. It is also proud of the
impact they have had, purchasing from 23 coops, making over $800,000 available for pre harvest financing,
and returning an additional $1million to farmers over
the market price. She suggested that there needs to be
a common language around quality since producers,
roasters and consumers all have different ideas about
that. She said that pre-harvest financing was an
important value and should be pushed more among
companies offering Fair Trade certified coffee. Key
demands for improving the impact of the certification
process: 1) encourage more companies to buy more FT
coffee; 2) Allow for positive discrimination between
products based on how they are produced; 3) encourage public institutions to purchase more FT.
Dean Cycon: Dean’s Beans was started ten years ago,
motivated by the community development aspect of
the FT business. (Dean’s Beans is not a co-op, but an
ordinary business). FT should appeal and speak to
ordinary people and needs to be mainstreamed. FT is
not ideological, but ethical. Dean mentioned the many
ways that Fair Trade business could and should be
used to empower farmers. He stressed that a Fair Trade
price alone is not enough to take people out of poverty. It helps, but much more is needed. He mentioned
examples of how his business model has helped to create self-financing of women’s health care clinics and
has provided a clean-water well in Ethiopia for their
communities. In January, Dean’s Beans will extend
their profit-sharing plan to their farmers, offering an
additional 5 cents per pound. He reiterated that profits
from companies should be shared with producers and
challenged the FT movement to look for more creative
ways to do this. Dean criticized large companies which
only sell 1% or 10% FT coffee. He argued that they
actually undermine FT since they can afford to sell FT
product at lower prices because the rest of their sales
subsidize the low price.

Augustin Vazquez Ruiz: Shared his testimony of how FT
benefits him and his fellow coffee producers in the Maya
Vinic coop. There are 680 coop members who work on
farms in three municipalities. He expressed his relief and
gratitude for being part of the FT system because farmers have experienced such profound marginalization, and
exploitation at the hands of the coyotes and the intermediaries in the regular market. The coyotes don’t pay fair
prices and they tend to prey on those who cannot read
and write. Already we have benefited directly even
though we are in the initial phases, being in the coop for
four years and exporting FT for only two years. But FT
is a way of finally bringing justice.

Indigenous Trade, Tourism, and the
Environment
MODERATOR: Oscar Chacón, Director, Enlaces America, USA
SPEAKERS: Antonia Rodriguez de Moscoso, ASERBOLSEM,

Bolivia; Deborah McLaren, Executive Director, Indigenous
Tourism Rights International, USA; Francisco Cali, Board
President and Director of Guatemala Office, International
Indian Treaty Council; Jose Antonio Gomez Diaz, Biotrade
Program, Humboldt Research Center, Colombia; Maritza de
Carmen Parra Cordoba, community leader, Colombia
OVERVIEW: This panel examined the broad topic of the role

of indigenous people in tourism and production systems,
exploring the cultural clashes between indigenous worldviews, market capitalism, and even well-meaning ecotourism
projects. Panel members also emphasized the importance of
indigenous peoples gaining control of the marketing of traditionally crafted goods and ecological products.
Antonia Rodriguez de Moscoso: ASARBOLSEM is a
non-profit co-operative facilitating sustainable economic and environmental activities by producing and marketing goods for local and international Fair Trade markets. Through Fair Trade, ASARBOLSEM has enabled
indigenous people, especially women, to significantly
improve their economic conditions and conserve their
traditions and cultural values, while increasing their
community participation, cultural pride and self esteem.
It promotes ancestral knowledge of production, using
for example, natural vegetable dies to color their hand
knit sweaters. The organization focuses particularly on
women, disabled people and street children and in line
with Fair Trade principles, gives them direct management responsibility for production and marketing,
ensuring their participation at all levels of the organization. ASARBOLSEM won awards internationally for both
quality and product orientation, and has also extended
technical, administrative, operative and productive aid
to non-member producer groups. The Association has
also worked closely with street children, women’s
groups, and other local organizations dedicated to
improving the situation of socially excluded groups.

ASARBOLSEM has in total more than 900 members
spread throughout Bolivia; 93% of members are socially
excluded or disadvantaged women.
Deborah McLaren: Indigenous Tourism Rights
International promotes community based tourism that is
sustainable and based on Fair Trade principles. Tourism
is the world’s largest industry and has huge impacts on
indigenous people, yet has very little participation from
or benefits to indigenous people. Ecotourism groups and
the UN-declared “Year of Ecotourim” have largely
ignored indigenous concerns The declaration from
Indigenous Tourism Rights International’s Oaxaca conference in 2002 outlines key issues of concern to
indigenous people. These include: recognition of land
rights, access to natural resources, and issues surrounding bioprospecting. The declaration calls for support of
environmental laws, autonomy, and indigenous participation and respect for indigenous rights in tourism.
McLaren pointed out that there is an ecotourism certification effort underway spearheaded by international
NGOs, yet indigenous people are being left out of the
process. Indigenous Tourism Rights International is
working to facilitate improved indigenous participation
in this process. At the same time, they see the need for
an alternative Fair Trade oriented community tourism
certification program. They are working with groups
such as and the International Indian Treaty Council to
build indigenous networks and establish FT standards or
community based tourism in indigenous communities.
Francisco Cali: “Ecotourism is selling our worldview –
but we’re still alive. We want to stop being postcards
and folkloric objects, we want to be subjects of history,”
… “Our role in the history of our countries hasn’t been
recognized. We are the fundamental part of the national
culture of our countries and we are the wealth of cultural diversity of our countries. This is what we want
recognized.” Ecotourism has been converted into the
latest popular fad and NGOs have taken it over. They
are using indigenous people and undermining our rights
in the process. Ecotourism and Fair Trade certification
needs to come from indigenous communities, from
below, not from a top-down process. According to Cali,
indigenous rights needs to be a central theme in the
area of Fair Trade, and profits from Fair Trade shouldn’t
stay with Northern NGOs as intermediaries; the benefits
must remain with the communities. “We want to continue our way of life, our way of dressing, our culture, our
relationship with the earth, and our vision of the
world.”
Jose Antonio Gomez Diaz: The Biotrade program in
Colombia is working to promote biodiversity through
production and trade. It is supported by United Nations
(UNCTAD) and has programs in Bolivia, Ecuador and
Peru. It is helping to facilitate access to local, regional,
national and international markets for biodiversity
products. It also facilitates information to small pro-
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ducers about credit, training, markets, and product
development.
Maritza de Carmen Parra Cordoba: “I represent an
Afro-Caribbean women’s group in Colombia that works
with Biotrade on the production of organic herbs, such
as oregano, cilantro, and basil.” The project has grown
considerably since it was formed in 1996 with a small
group of 45 woman. The support of Biotrade in the
marketing of the products has been very important. The
program supports 230 initiatives, including the marketing of live frogs, butterflies, and snails to collectors in a
legal manner, and with Fair Trade prices. It also works
on local certification. The project has been invaluable in
providing opportunities and space for women in the
community. “Our community faces a lot of violence, but
in the midst of this, Fair Trade is a great help.”

Making Trade Fair: Solving the Global
Commodity Crisis (Part I)
SPONSOR: Global Alliance on Commodities and Coffee

(CLACC)
MODERATOR: Meredith Ailloud, Director, Strategic
Development Initiative, France
SPEAKERS: Paul Nicholson, Spanish-Basque Farmer,
European Farmers Confederation and Via Campesina;
Lorenzo Castillo, Global Alliance on Social Commodities and
Coffee; François Vanier, Youth Farmers of France; Ibrahima
Coulibaly, Executive Council of ROPPA, and member of the
Association of Peasant Farmers’ Professional Organizations
(AOPP), Mali
OVERVIEW: Panelists discussed the principal causes of the

commodity crisis, outlined the environmental and, social
impacts of chronically low prices and put forth recommendations to improve the situation for small farmers and promote food sovereignty for developing countries. To resolve
the global commodity crisis, participants recommended:
Returning to price guarantees to protect peasants; Increasing
farmers’ bargaining power; Implementing global mechanisms to control supply; Generalizing the fair trade system;
Guaranteeing the fundamental human right to access to
food; Regional economic integration among developing
countries.
Paul Nicholson opened this panel on a somber note by
stating that the suicide of Korean farm leader Kyung
Hae Lee “is the clearest expression that the WTO is the
instrument of death of campesinos all over the world.
We cannot maintain markets that do not consider food
sovereignty.” Nicholson asserted that the WTO does not
take into account social, ecological, and cultural factors,
and destroys economic culture. This divides the world
into two parts that ignore each other. For instance, contrary to what the free-traders uphold, subsidies are not a
problem by themselves, but rather because they favor
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an agricultural model based on exports and thus make it
impossible for small farmers to survive. The agricultural
market needs be regulated. The EU and the USA have to
manage their production capacities so as not to destroy
agriculture in other parts of the world. He also observed
that there is an even greater intensity of repression
against campesinos that resist the privatization of natural resources.
Lorenzo Castillo illustrated the environmental and
social impacts of the commodity crisis using the example of coffee. Abandoned coffee farms are often deforested when converted to other crops. In the Andes,
many small-scale producers turn to coca or opium production instead, because they are much more profitable:
coca is sent at $3 per kilo, while coffee is worth only
77c/kg. Other families chose to migrate, disrupting the
education of their children. While the United States and
Canada remain absent from the International Coffee
Commission (ICO), “negotiations to address this crisis
are in the grave.” Thus producers try to organize by
working in solidarity, reviving their cooperatives so as
to reduce their production costs: “alone, isolated, it is
impossible to face the market”; it is necessary to look
for solutions together.
François Vanier (who replaced Simon Batesta on the
panel as a signatory of the World Declaration of Young
Farmers) reminded us that 800 million persons in the
world suffer from malnutrition, among which 75% are
farmers! Low prices are to blame.
François insisted that getting rid of subsidies would
maybe enable prices to rise in the short term, but if no
rules are imposed on the market, this rise will not be
sustainable, and supply will remain much more important than demand, driving prices down once again.
François observed that as more farmers leave the country side and migrate to cities looking for factory work,
wages for urban workers will decrease worldwide, all
the more now as China has entered the WTO! The Youth
Farmers of the World propose to generalize the proposals of Fair Trade, advocating for supply management
and the expansion of regional markets.
Ibrahima Coulibaly pointed out that subsidies and market concentration of buyers drive down commodity
prices, noting that there are only five major buyers of
cereals on the world market. “Who benefits from falling
commodity prices? Who benefits from this crime?”
Coulibaly asked. European and American food policies
are supposed to benefit their people, but they don’t benefit the vast majority, he pointed out.
Coulibaly illustrated the plight of African farmers,
where countries are so short on resources they can barely pay the salaries of public workers, much less offer
subsidies to farmers that compete with those offered in
the United States and the European Union. When trade
barriers protecting these farmers’ internal markets were

dismantled upon pressure from the WTO, “the promises
of growth did not come true.”
According to him, no people should be dependent on
others for food. The WTO and all free-trade agreements
contribute to reinforce the dependence of Africa for
food. All the instruments available for poor countries to
protect their producers have been dismantled, so Africa
now relies on imports while it has the capacities to feed
itself! African governments still believe in liberalism,
but the farmers have understood that it will never benefit them! There is a need for mechanisms to tackle the
problem of prices and to organize international trade
around solidarity.

Making Trade Fair: Solving the Global
Commodity Crisis (Part II)
MODERATOR: Mark Ritchie, President, Institute for Agriculture
and Trade Policy (IATP), USA
SPEAKERS: Pedro de Camargo Neto, former WTO agriculture
negotiator from Brazil; Alexander Sarris, Commodities
Division Director, Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO),
Italy; NDiogou Fall, Président du ROPPA, Senegal; Rubens
Ricupero, Secretary-General, UNCTAD; Daniela Solis,
Agromercados, Mexico

Pedro de Camargo discussed how there are current
mechanisms within the WTO that can be used to address
aspects of the global commodity crisis. He shared
Brazil’s experience over the past 12-13 years with
bringing challenges to the WTO and GATT and
explained why some were successful and others were
not. He sees many southern countries at a disadvantage
because they do not understand how the WTO works, or
how to use countervailing duties. Brazil learned through
the experience of opposing U.S. subsidized milk imports,
which was ruining Brazilian production capacity in
milk. They made an official complaint against the USA
before GATT, but lost because of its failure to follow
correct procedures. Brazil also lost its cotton challenge
in 1992. They couldn’t prove that damage to its economy was exclusively the result of one country’s dumping
practices (USA), since Brazil had been also importing
from other countries. In the case of cotton, over three
years, they had a huge increase in cotton imports that
destroyed Brazilian cotton production. Brazil has now
learned from these experiences and is now effectively
using countervailing duties in their current challenge of
U.S. cotton dumping practices, focusing on one specific
issue and demonstrating clearly that the USA is not following the rules. Brazil decided to focus on agricultural
dumping and is working on solving this. If you try
everything at the same time, you will get nothing. Now
there is a consensus against the USA and EU dumping.
They are now confronted thanks to the developing
country alliance, the G-21. This alliance has made an

enormous change here this week. It will not solve the
global commodity crisis, but, it will go a long way to
stop those responsible from destroying opportunities for
developing countries.
Alexander Sarris: In order to solve the commodity crisis, it is important to understand the causes of the problem: 1) Oversupply; 2) Slow growth in demand; 3)
Export subsidies and support; and 4) Monopolies. There
is a growing gap between producer prices and consumer
prices and producers are getting a shrinking share of the
international purchase price. What is difficult to assess
is which one of these causes is the most important factor behind the crisis. Recent research shows that most
commodity prices are governed by cycles with periods
of longer slumps in prices (average 5-8 yrs) and short
spikes (1-3 years). It is critical to find solutions that
deal with the fundamentals of these market trends. In
the past, most strategies were geared towards market
manipulation, which have all failed (i.e., stocks, price
stabilization, quantity limitations, commodity agreements). Some ways to deal with the crisis include:
reducing production (can be unfair as less efficient producers stay in the market while more efficient ones go
out due to subsidies); influencing demand by differentiating products, as in the case of Fair Trade labels; or
dealing with monopolies through the creation of countervailing forces, such as producer associations which
can increase their power in the market place.
The WTO, if properly structured can help address the
commodities crisis through: 1) requiring the dismantling
of export subsidies; 2) demanding tariff de-escalation;
and 3) introducing competition issues into WTO, such as
the establishment of anti-trust laws at the international
level. Organizations like FAO can also help by studying
and analyzing issues and implementing recommendations that emerge from these studies. For example UNCTAD and FAO are working on a proposal to help developing countries with a food import financing facility to
help them finance and assess food import bills. Many of
the southern nations don’t have the analytical capacity
to bring challenges at the WTO, and perhaps the UN
system (organizations like FAO) could be used in this
regard.
NDiogou Fall: The price trends clearly show that the
dominant logic of the WTO is how to make agricultural
products constantly cheaper. The mechanisms that were
traditionally put in place that got us into this mess have
already been discussed. Rich countries can afford to
subsidize their own farmers, but poor countries like
those in Africa cannot. So agriculture in developed
nations benefit from subsidies, and can dump their
excess production on foreign markets. Prices drop. Poor
producers always lose when subjected to this kind of
unfair competition from foreign imports. Our problem is
how to insure a fair price for the people who work in
agriculture. Another problem with the WTO is to say for
instance that 5% has to be open to the international
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market. But some countries rely on one agriculture
product for their income. The third issue is the continued insistence that the market would regulate everything. While this is clearly not the case, there’s no
intention to change free market policies.
We need to talk about solutions, especially to the price
issue, at the level of WTO. By controlling the supply, we
could guarantee fair prices. However, supply regulation
should not be carried out by WTO because that would
make it “judge, jury and defendant!” We need to reinstate the support for agriculture that used to exist.
Countries should be able to use whatever means they
need to support their agriculture, including tariffs. But
the WTO is pushing against those regulations. We need
to differentiate between types of subsidies. Subsidies
that don’t cause damage should be okay, but if it leads
to greater production and falling prices, they should be
suppressed since it is not conducive to fair competition
on world market. Global export subsidies are threatening local food security, and affecting the food habits of
entire populations. We should protect basic food security for the population. Current proposals at the WTO are
not enough to restore successful agriculture in Africa.
Ruben Ricupero: For 25 years, commodities have been a
central aspect of UNCTAD’s work, as well as the central
place where commodities agreements are formalized.
Today, it retains expertise on commodities, collecting
statistics, and publishing an annual report. At the
request of the UN general, UNCTAD is creating a body
of eminent thinkers to take on this crisis. Also, UNCTAD
next big global conference, UNCTAD XI, will be held
next June 14-18, 2004 in Sao Paolo. It will focus largely on the problem of developing countries and trade.
Secretary Genenral Ricuperro strongly urged NGOs
attending the WTO meeting to come and be part of the
UNCTAD XI in June. UNCTAD is committed to tackling
the commodity crisis and wants to bring together and
create alliances between governments, consumers, producers, traders, companies and civil society organizations to address trade inequities and promote the concept of fair and equitable trade.
In terms of solutions, Ricupero pointed out that the causes
and factors underlying the commodity crisis are complex,
requiring a combination of policies. He reiterated that
“there is no single magic bullet that will kill the tiger,”
and that a multifaceted approach is necessary. Ricupero
explained that the low prices are not only the result of
subsidies or market manipulations, but are due to the
enormous gains in productivity since WW2. The real
question is who is capturing the gains in productivity?
Looking at the case in coffee, it is clear that gains have
been captured by traders and others in the chain, while
the producers have lost. UNCTAD estimates that 15 years
ago, the total market for coffee in the world amounted to
approx. $30 billion of which, $14 billion went to the producers. Today, the total market amounts to $70 billion,
among which only 7-8 % goes to the producers.
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Key strategies for solving the crisis include diversification
and ensuring that producers capture some of the gains.
Ricupero doesn’t believe it is productive to go back to the
past and reinstate supply management schemes (such as
buffer stocks, supply management) since there’s no support or political will for them. Finally, Ricupero stressed
the importance of looking at the broader relationship
between trade and poverty. While we are told by trade
liberalization advocates that increasing production and
exports is enough to alleviate poverty, these results are
not automatic. There are many examples of countries
which have increased production and exports, but experience no decline in poverty, like Brazil in the 1970s, and
Mexico between 1994 and 2000 when exports have
tripled between 1994-2000. Not enough is known about
this relationship. UNCTAD will be releasing a major study
about trade and poverty next year.

Innovative Fair Trade Models: Expanding
Producer Participation in Business
Development Strategies
SPONSOR: Comercio Justo Mexico
MODERATOR: Chris Bacon, Cecocafen, Nicaragua
SPEAKERS: Abraham Appiah-Kubi, Kuapa Kokoo, Ghana ;
Marcela Alvarez Perez, Red Bioplaneta, Mexico; Carmen
Leon, Central de Co-operativas Agrarias (COCLA); Daniela
Solis, Agromercados
OVERVIEW: This panel sought to examine how different FT

coop models give greater participation and ownership to
producers. Speakers on the panel shared their perspectives
on how the coop structure can empower workers, improve
their communities and how more developed collaboration
and coop networks can increase overall success and effectiveness of the business.
Abraham Appiah-Kubi: Although only 2% of Kuapa
Kakao’s production goes to the Fair Trade market, the
extra income has yielded enormous benefits. The FT
money has funded 200 projects. The coop helps farmers
by doing away with middle-men and retaining ownership in Day Chocolate Company, a British company.
Kuapa Kakao’s partnership with Day Chocolate helps
farmers access Fair Trade markets. Each year our farmers go on speaking tours in Britain to help increase our
visibility. A U.S. NGO has also helped to market Divine
chocolate, a product made from Kuapa Kakao fairly
traded cocoa. In order to continue the progress made by
Kuapa Kakao, Abraham emphasized that democratic
principles must be in place to achieve our goals.
Carmen Leon: COCLA, located in Peru, near Machu
Pichu, trades products, mostly coffee, nationally and
internationally. COCLA’s membership is primarily comprised of coffee farmers, although they are diversifying.
COCLA helps farmers with financing, offers technical

assistance, helps with international marketing and acts
as an advocate. With its facilities, it helps farmers with
supplies and storage. Beyond this type of day-to-day
assistance, the cooperative is important for the overall
development of the poor farmers, by actively promoting
health and education. Together they work for improvements even beyond the borders of the farm, such as
advocating for infrastructure improvements, like
improving the streets. COCLA believes that the more the
cooperative system can be consolidated, the more living
standards can be improved. Through working together,
they are on the edge of net capacity. COCLA will soon
open a new processing plant because of its high volume.
Profits are shared among all producers. “We share risks
and responsibilities,” Leon said.
Marcela Alvarez Perez showed a promotional video by
Red Bioplaneta, which they use as an educational tool
to introduce people to the concept of Fair Trade. Red
Bioplaneta, a network of cooperatives, works with Fair
Trade products and producers on many fronts: arts and
crafts, organic agriculture, processed products, ecotourism, and environmental education. Their approach is
multi-faceted and seeks to address the spectrum of
human and planetary needs. For example, one coop
member, Ecostar, works for conservation and has helped
some peanut producers begin using bio fertilizers. In
another exciting success, Anita Roddick helped to
finance the building of the offices out of clay and adobe
(respecting the local traditions), and the streets are now
paved in cobblestone. The local collective has a small
manufacturing company and its own cosmetic company.
Through agro-ecology, Red Bioplaneta seeks to re-capture traditional agriculture and enrich the soil. Another
member is the Tomatal Health Center, where women
learn about medicinal features of plants.
Marcela emphasized that the work of Red Bioplaneta is to
create solidarity and participation networks. Universities,
for example, have been valuable allies by providing students who have focused their dissertation on developing
eco-tourism in various countries. Having this international organization has helped to create closer links between
producers and consumers. Moreover, Red Bioplaneta
helps give members access to larger events such as trade
shows, where small groups might not otherwise have the
information or resources to get connected.

Foreign Investment, Democracy and
Sustainable Trade
SPONSOR: ActionAid
MODERATOR: John Hilary, ActionAid UK
SPEAKERS: John Hilary, ActionAid UK; Aileen Kwa, Focus on
the Global South; Adriando Campolina Soares, ActionAid
Brazil

OVERVIEW: Panelists described the anti-democratic nature of

trade negotiations and trade agreements and how these procedures undermine positions of developing countries and
civil society. Specific examples from Brazil were presented
documenting the growing multinational control in agriculture, especially in seeds, and the serious negative consequences this has for sustainable development and the rights
of poor farmers.
John Hilary informed everyone that a group of developing countries, including India, Brazil, and China, had
just held a press conference in which they indicated that
they would not accept the WTO proposal to open their
markets to multilaterals without regulation. Hilary highlighted the powerful opposition of civil society groups
around the world, 300 groups of which he said “have
signed up to a statement opposing the introduction of
investment issues in the WTO.” He indicated that even
business groups were opposed to pushing through these
proposals in the WTO. Nevertheless, he said, “Pascal
Lamy (the EU trade commissioner) is still adamant that
he wants to push through the investment agreement
without consideration to the global consensus” Hilary
was optimistic, however, that with both civil society and
developing countries opposing the agreement, the EU
and the US would not prevail on this issue.
Aileen Kwa reported on the anti democratic procedures
and decision making processes at the WTO and how
these undermine the possibility for sustainable development. Kwa recently completed a book on the subject
She first described the exclusionary nature of negotiations at the official meetings. For example, in the last
ministerial, there were twenty three members meeting
together in the negotiating room. Some key developing
countries were there but the majority were outside and
forbidden to enter the room, even thrown out when
they tried to enter. Typically, once the negotiations are
concluded, the agreement is then sent to everyone and
at that time it is very difficult for small states to have
any influence. Another example of a highly undemocratic procedure is the fact that the draft text coming out
in the committees usually reflects US and EU positions
while ignoring the positions of developing countries.
This is highly unfair since this document serves as the
basis for negotiations. For example, despite the fact that
more than 60-70 countries are categorically opposing
new issues (investment, competition, government procurement), their positions are sidelined.
Another issue is the difficulty of developing countries
sustaining their positions amidst coercion, blackmailing
and other inducements or pressure by the US and EU.
Kwa gave various examples of how this happens. In
Geneva, ambassadors are under tremendous pressure if
they push a position unpopular with the EU or US.
Home offices get complaints from EU and US and even
pressure is often put to remove an unsupportive ambassador. In the case of the Dominican Republic, Kwa
reported that all US bilateral agreements were put on
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hold until they agreed removed their ambassador. In
another example, Kenya was under pressure just days
before Cancun because of its opposition to the US position on pharmaceuticals. Nairobi’s capitol was called 5
times, and informed that they were being unreasonable
and overly rigid and that they were the only country
opposing it. Because of pressure and a threat to hold up
a 150 million loan with IMF, Kenya agreed to support
the US position.
Adriano Campolino described in detail how trade agreements are affecting the poor in Brazil and undermining
sustainable development. Since before the Uruguay
rounds, Brazil was under a lot of pressure from US to
strengthen laws around intellectual property rights in
areas such as medicines, seeds, technology. Previously,
Brazil didnt allow patents in these areas. Campolina
highlighted what he considers to be one of the most
damaging aspect of the TRIPS agreement, which he said
was another step in forcing developing countries to
change their laws. Because of massive opposition of civil
society, it took Brazil 5 years to pass the new law corresponding to the TRIPS agreement.
The main consequence (of the TRIPS agreement) is to
destroy the rights of farmers and local communities to
save, exchange, develop, and gain ownership over their
own seeds.In 1997, there used to be a competitive maize
seeds market with over 50 Brazillian seed companies. In
2 years, one multinational company went from 0% to
66% of the market in maize seeds and now there is total
monopoly over certain seeds.
Campolina highlighted other negative impacts relating to
foreign investment. Parmalat, an Italian dairy company,
recently bought 21 local companies and in just 3-4
years, has become the second largest leader in the dairy
market. Because of their strong position in market, they
have been able to redesign the chain of production and
together with other multinationals such as nestle, have
driven more than 70,000 small-scale farmers out of the
market by giving priority and incentives to larger farmers that produce more milk. Trade agreements under
consideration would give equal treatment for national
and multinational companies, with the ensuing result of
reduced performance requirements in the sector and negative impacts on small farmers.

Sustainable Trade in the Marketplace: What
Role do Governments and International
Financial Institutions Play?
SPONSOR: Danish Aid for Development Assistance (DANIDA)
MODERATOR: Katherine Anderson, International Federation

for Alternative Trade (IFAT)
SPEAKERS: Agnes van Ardenne, Dutch Minister for

Development Cooperation; Guillermo Perry, Chief Economist
for the Latin American Region, World Bank; Robert Devlin,
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Deputy Manager, Integration and Regional Programs
Department, Interamerican Development Bank; Laurent
Levard, Artisans du Monde
OVERVIEW: Panelists addressed the role of governments and
international institutions in promoting socially and ecologically responsible trade and enabling developing countries to
compete effectively in Northern markets and obtain greater
benefits from trade.

Agnes van Ardenne: While some governments are taking active roles to promote Fair Trade, the major international financial institutions are not focusing on this
alternative. Agnes van Ardenne described how the Dutch
government takes a proactive stance in combining “aid
with trade,” trying to find a coherent policy between
trade and development cooperation ministries. While
emphasizing that the success of Fair Trade ultimately lies
with consumer education, van Ardenne pointed out that
governments can play an important role in funding
labor unions, procuring fair trade goods, and forming
partnerships with NGOs and developing countries to end
agricultural protectionism. She proposed that Fair Trade
should not be regulated by the WTO.
Guillermo Perry: Mr. Perry and Robert Devlin both
mentioned that they do not work on nor do they actively follow Fair Trade. Instead, Perry offered an analysis
of the impact of trade liberalization on developing
countries to date. According to World Bank data, trade
liberalization has had a slightly positive effect on
growth, but not as great as expected, which has been
disappointing. Real wages haven’t risen, and trade liberalization has helped skilled workers much more than the
unskilled. Small enterprises haven’t benefited as much
as larger ones have. In sum, Perry observed, there are
groups that have not benefited from trade liberalization.
Trade can help development, but it is not enough. The
most important factors to ensure greater benefits from
trade are education, clear and transparent legal systems,
and access to credit.
Robert Devlin agreed that trade negotiations always have
winners and losers, and the losers should be assisted.
“Some sectors will be phased out over time,” he added.
The IDB is assisting countries in navigating the WTO as
well as other trade negotiations such as the FTAA. For
example, they give loans to countries to train and fund
negotiators, and do empirical research on how trade
negotiations may affect them. Both Devlin and Perry
agreed that trade should not be linked to environmental
or social standards, in part because such standards can be
used by developed countries as trade barriers.
Laurent Levard cautioned against having illusions
about the international financial institutions (IFIs)and
their goodwill. He proposed that IFIs have contributed
to the commodity crisis, offering the example of how
they promoted coffee production in Vietnam. He mentioned that there are crucial issues IFIs don’t look at,
such as land reform, the co-existence of agribusiness

and family farms, and unequal access to credit and to
markets. Low wages are due to low agricultural prices.
Levard advocated rehabilitating the role of the states.
“Another trade system is possible, through consumer
awareness and the development of small-scale producers,” he asserted.

Scaling Up: Successful Strategies from the
Field
MODERATOR: Kevin Healy, Inter-American Foundation (IAF)
SPEAKERS: Arun Raste, International
Resources for Fair Trade, India;
Freddy Ticona, General Manager,
CECOAT, Central Cooperativa
Campesina Agricola Operación
Tierra, Bolivia; Tolentino Martinez
Perez, The Oaxacan State Coffee
Producers Network (CEPCO), Mexico;
Catalina Sosa, Fundacion Sinchi,
Ecuador

groups rely on outsiders for marketing support, they lose
the ability to make decisions.” Maintaining decision making within the groups is very important. The most important aspects of their support include: organizational
strengthening: capacity building; and the planning of an
Exit strategy (to reduce dependency). All of their support
is carried out with the idea that these community based
businesses need to achieve sustainability. Arun highlighted a success story in the case of Bhopal Rehabilitation
(widows of those affected by Union Carbide gas leak in
1984). By working with them for 3 years and changing
their product mix, incorporating value added and linking
them to a Fair Trade buyer in UK, the women who were
earning 25 cents a day increased
their earnings tenfold.

Freddy Ticona: CECOAT is an
association of 14 quinoa cooperatives and 500 individual members,
based in Potosi, Bolivia. It was
established 29 years ago. “Our
vision is to be a representative, self
reliant and sustainable organization which improves the economic
and social well-being of the quinoa
OVERVIEW: Panelists from two proproducers who are members of our
ducer organizations and one technigrassroots cooperatives.” The assocal assistance organization described
Freddy
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their organizations and the key chalquinoa goodies at Fair
collection and processing of organlenges and factors for success in
ic
quinoa
for
export
as
well as producing finished
expanding Fair Trade businesses in the South.
quinoa product, mostly for markets in Europe and
Arun Ruste: IRFT is a non-profit organization formed
Canada. Ninety percent of their income comes from
in 1995 aimed at reducing poverty and unemployment
exports. In this sense, FT is a great opportunity.
in India through Fair Trade and advocacy. IRFT provides
The structure of the organization includes a general
support for the development of Community Based
assembly, an administrative council and a management
Enterprises including capacity building and marketing
group that implements the plans and strategies elaboratsupport etc. It is also involved in code of conduct audits
ed by the council and assembly. The organization proand organic certification.
vides a range of support services to its member cooperaRuste highlighted key problem areas related to Fair
tives, including marketing, technical assistance,
Trade producers in the South:
improvement of agricultural technologies, organizational support and credit and loan programs. The producer
■ Attitude - The professionals working in NGOs take “
cooperatives are very well organized and operate
decisions for people”, this creates capacity problem as
according to a strategic and operational plan. Every
producers always look to someone else for decision
leader has certain administrative and technical stanmaking;
dards and procedures they are supposed to follow which
■ Supply chain management - Unlike the “mainstream “
helps contribute to overall success.
business the supply chains are not well established.
CECOAT faces a number of limitations: operational
The buyer is not sure of getting the right product at
problems; difficulty securing government contracts
the right time and in the right quantities. There needs
because of its non profit status; and lack of access to
to be emphasis on the 4 Ps of the classical marketing
formal credit.
model;
CECOAT also has a number of achievements, most
■ Costing and general management; and
notably securing of international organic certification
■ Lack of Domestic market.
and diverse international markets. Locally, Ticona
reported on an incredible marketing success: the securRuste presented various projects supported by IRFT and
ing of a contract with a local school breakfast program
highlighted some key business and marketing strategies
to distribute 33,000 portion of quinoa cookies monthly
for success. Key among these is the need for avoiding
or 600,000 portions throughout the year. Public purdependence on outside resources. For example, “when
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chasing represents a huge opportunity, though many
challenges remain.
One key challenge for the future is the construction of a
high quality state of the art processing plant. They are
also striving for human dignity and the rights of all
campesinos.
Tolentino Martinez Perez: In 1994 CEPCO created a
Fair Trade and organic production project and in 2001,
created a sustainable project. Its main objectives are:
recovering soil and water, maintaining biodiversity,
strengthening environmental standards, since many
environmental factors affect coffee. The coffee grown
by CEPCO producers is primarily organic, shade grown,
sustainable and high quality. Key challenges include
strengthening the marketing strategy and expanding
markets; creating better financial systems, improving
technologies and providing solutions for communities.
Catalina Sosa: Fundación SINCHI SACHA Foundation
was established with the aim of supporting Amazonian
populations, particularly Indigenous people, in their
self-directed development plans; promoting and disseminating the cultural riches of these communities and
supporting environmental defense campaigns in the
Amazon. It is now working with more than 100 producers from all over Ecuador.
The Foundation’s Amazonian Centre, located in Quito
was set up seven years ago and provides a rich base of
information on the Ecuadorian Amazon and its people.
It is composed of an Amazonian museum and an Ethnic
Arts Gift Shop. The Foundation now has two shops
which also provide wide information on the producers
and their products. Sinchi Sacha does not export its
products; in fact it is one of the few Fair Trade stores in
the South
Fair Trade represents a new way of doing business that
gives people a choice and a new possibility for living. It
is all about alliances between Fair Trade networks and
producers, mutual growth, and chains of people. It is
not just about money. Trade can be a mode of liberation, a new paradigm for growth and social well-being.

Rethinking U.S. Agricultural Policy:
Changing Course to Secure Farmer
Livelihoods Worldwide
MODERATOR: Mark Ritchie, President, Institute for
Agriculture and Trade Policy (IATP)
SPEAKERS: John Dittrich, policy analyst with the American
Corn Growers Association; Daniel De La Torre Ugarte,
Agricultural Economist, Agriculture Policy Analysis Center
(APAC) USA

Speakers presented the findings of a study done by APAC.
The findings of the study are summarized below.
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For more than a century, U.S. farm policy has been
driven by two engines. The first was government investment in research, extension, technology, credit and marketing to assist farmers in agricultural production. The
second, which arrived later, was government willingness
to intervene in the marketplace to stabilize prices and
ensure farm income.
In the last decade, however, the focus of U.S. farm
policy has shifted as government abandoned historical
market stabilizing tools in favor of “decoupled” programs and trade liberalization. The results have been
dramatic, especially since 1996 when these policy
shifts were formalized in Freedom to Farm. Since
then, U.S. crop exports have remained flat or declined,
farm income derived from the marketplace has fallen
dramatically, government payments to farmers have
skyrocketed, and consolidation and corporate integration of farm assets in ag sectors such as livestock
have reached record levels.
The consequences of the policy shift have been global,
making American agriculture policy a lightening rod
for governments and producers around the world.
Since 1996, world prices for America’s four chief farm
exports—corn, wheat, soybeans and cotton—have
plunged more than 40 percent. In their wake, farmers
from the USA to Peru, from Haiti to Burkina Faso have
harvested poorer incomes, hunger, desperation and
migration. Today, global agriculture faces a crisis.
The crisis is no accident. While it is important to continually expand food production capacity, elimination of
tools to manage that ever-increasing capacity inevitably
produces disastrous results. Crop agriculture does not
quickly self-correct like other industries. Neither total
crop demand nor total crop supply responds much to
changes in prices. Without timely self-correction, the
elimination of supply management tools in recent U.S.
farm legislation has led to record government payments
of nearly $20 billion per year to American farmers.
Foreign competitors charge America with “dumping”
excess U.S. production on world markets for less than
the cost of production, which, in turn, ratchets up the
cost of competitors’ farm programs and damages the
agriculture economies of developing countries. The outcome of this “race to the bottom” is certain: all farmers
around the world will lose.
Today’s global agriculture economy may be broken, but
it can be fixed. It is time to replace the failed policies of
the present with policies that can increase market prices
to a reasonable and sustainable level and effectively
manage excess capacity in U.S. agriculture.
An illustrative policy blueprint could include a combination of (1) acreage diversion through short-term
acreage set asides and longer-term acreage reserves;
(2) a farmer-owned food security reserve; and (3)
other price support mechanisms. A simulation model
using those tools shows total cropland planted to the

eight major U.S. crops drops by 14 million acres in
the first year, prices for the major commodities
increase between 23 and 30 percent, net farm income
rises while government payments fall by more than
$10 billion per year. Such “farmer-friendly” policies
will limit future asset consolidation, reinvigorate
farmer investment in agriculture and eliminate global
concerns for American commodity dumping. In short,
farmer prosperity in the USA and world is not only
possible, it is achievable.
For the full study, go to:
http://agpolicy.org/blueprint.html

Fair Trade Marketing and
Education

based on human relationships,” saying that it appealed
to people because is was a “tangible” or “winnable”
issue. Much of USFT’s work is organized around overcoming the perceived antagonism of student groups.
Building bridges to campus dining service contractors,
for instance, can be a major challenge for students generally seen as “raving lunatics with brilliant ideas, but
who never listen to anyone.” Coming to discussions
with an open mind, and working with businesses of all
sizes to find creative promotional tactics (for instance,
adapting a common student drinking game into a Fair
Trade coffee promotional technique, or letting students
charge Fair Trade coffee purchases directly to their student accounts), USFT has found
businesses much more willing to
buy in to Fair Trade.

Isabelle St-Germain underlined
the effectiveness of promoting
MODERATOR: Jacqueline DeCarlo, Fair
Fair Trade as a “positive mesTrade Resource Network
sage,” a “buycott instead of a
boycott.” However, she also noted
SPEAKERS: Isaac Grody-Patinkin,
that Oxfam international’s coffee
United Students for Fair Trade;
campaign primarily on the negaIsabelle St-Germain, Equiterre;
Isaac Grody-Patinkin speaks about successful
tive, the injustice of the current
Glayson Ferrari dos Santos, World
education strategies on college campuses
trading system, and was still
Vision, Brazil
quite effective. Oxfam Quebec
OVERVIEW: While the presenters tactics for marketing and
has linked Fair Trade to wider issues of ethical coneducation were diverse, there were some underlying simisumption. St-Germain outlined some of Equiterre’ spelarities. Each panelist identified the need to keep activities
cific tactics such as producing books, videos, educainteresting and take into account specific audience intertional curriculum, photo exhibits, informational kiosks
ests and needs. Participants underlined the broader “global
and conferences. She also spoke o the importance of
citizenship” issues of Fair Trade, making Fair Trade purbuilding relationships with other groups, from producchases a “political act.” Panelists also mentioned the fact
ers in Guatemala and Mexico through school boards,
that the positive image of Fair Trade makes it a useful
unions, student groups and government organizations
partner, and a “wedge” for other issues. The ease with
to industry groups such as the Specialty Coffee
which Fair Trade marketing lends itself to wider issues
Association. Getting media coverage is an important
brought up the importance of creating links and alliances
way to amplify messages. St-Germain said that
between Fair Trade groups and others of similar ideologiEquiterre has placed more than 500 stories on Fair
cal alignment. For example, participants called for greater
Trade since 1997.
unification of Fair Trade and organic movements.
Glayson Ferrari dos Santos: World Vision faces the distinctive challenge of educating the public in a producing country. Producers are an integral part of the marketing and education campaigns, encouraged to “produce knowledge” for education. Similarly, buyers used
to gearing output to an external market are shown the
possibilities that Brazil’s huge domestic market can
offer. Ferrari seemed to suggest that the niche market
that Fair Trade has found in consuming countries is
harder to find in Brazil. Status consumption is the rule,
and Fair Trade is not a status commodity. A large part
of their public awareness campaign, therefore, is aimed
at getting beyond that; educating consumers to generate
their consumption decisions not “to be somebody,” but
around larger issues of global justice.
Isaac Grody-Patinkin described Fair Trade as a formidable tool to energize enthusiasm for “a global economy

Fair Trade in the Americas Policy Forum:
Expanding Fair Trade through Policy and
Cooperation
This ground-breaking forum aimed to bring together Fair
Trade stakeholders to explore key policy and market challenges and to identify successful strategies for expanding
the Fair Trade system in the Americas. A key goal of the
day was to encourage cooperation and collaboration among
Fair Trade groups across the Americas.
The day consisted of four highly participatory workshops.
Documents prepared for each of the workshops are available
at www.fairtradeexpo.org. Since many issues overlapped in
each of the sessions, a unified, rather than individual summary of each of the following workshops follows.
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Workshop 1: Exploring Fair Trade Policy and
Programs in Producer Countries.
MODERATOR: Hillary Abel, FTF
PRESENTER: Illeana Cordon, CRECER, Guatemala
RESPONDENTS: David Atkinson, Representative, Inter
American Development Bank; Lorenzo Castillo, Junta
Nacional del Café, Glocal Alliance on Commodities and
Coffee (GLACC)

Workshop 2: Exploring Fair Trade Policy and
Programs in Consuming
Countries.

An overarching concern was the lack of government
support for the small producers overall. The forum identified many areas in which policy might help alleviate
these problems. These can be broken into those which
focus on consumers and on producers. Most of these
avenues are appropriate to policy originating in both
the North and the South.
With respect to producers, governments in the North
and South can:
■

Enact government procurement programs;

■

Help fund pre-financing to producers. This could both
take the strain off producers, and
give the importers better opportunities, stimulating entry into the
Fair Trade importing market;

MODERATOR: Mark Ritchie, IATP
PRESENTER: Jason Potts, IISD

Aim policy to support smallscale agriculture, as opposed to
either large-scale agroindustry or
the manufacturing/industrial sector.
■

RESPONDENT: Paola Ghillani, FLO

International

Workshop 3: Fair Trade
Marketing and Education (see
detailed summary above)

■

Expand rural credit programs;

■

Create crop insurance programs;

Invest in infrastructure programs
in marginal areas;
■

Workshop 4: Closing Session:
Exploring Opportunities for
Collaboration

David Atkinson speaks about IDB programs for
small producers in Mexico

MODERATOR: Hillary Abel, FTF

■ fund technological adoption programs and managerial training;
■

fund agronomic research into areas that benefit small
producers and indigenous farming methods;

■

Provide more information relating to markets and
label/certification requirements.

RESPONDENTS: Steve Sellers, Transfair USA, Paula Ghillani,

FLO International, Catalina Sosa, IFAT Latin America, Chris
O’Brien Fair Trade Federation

Throughout the forum, Southern producers voiced many
practical concerns. Chief among them were:
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■

A desperate need for credit and risk mitigation tools;

■

Lack of technical capacity, including agricultural
technology and managerial skills;

■

Poor infrastructure, both physical and communications;

■

Lack of accurate and timely market information;

■

Insufficient access to markets for capital, insurance,
and northern consumers. Access to the consumer market implies both physical market access for the southern producers, and consumer awareness both in the
North and the South;

■

Lack of developed Fair Trade markets in developing
countries;

■

Lack of awareness of Fair Trade among government
officials.

With consumers, policy in developed and developing
countries has the possibility of improving Fair Trade
through support for:
■

Educational programs and public information dissemination;

■

Government support for trade missions and marketing
(along the lines of the Juan Valdez government supported marketing campaign);

■

Formal recognition of FT, and/or inclusion of FT principles in official development strategies;

■

Funding for research to document social and environmental impacts of Fair Trade and/or, market related
studies.

However, there was recognition that some work may
remain before policy can be effectively implemented. In
particular, much work must be done to build a coherent
policy platform and a capacity building around policy
and advocacy. This, in turn, implies the formation of a
network of alliances throughout the American Fair
Trade system. The need for this coalition-building was

perhaps the strongest result of the Forum. Time and
again, these alliances were underlined in one forum or
another. Among the various types mentioned were:
■

South-South alliances, to create solidarity among producers, who sometimes feel that “all roads lead to the
North.”

■

North-North communication, to harmonise standards
and reduce political divisions between Fair Trade
groups.

■

North-South collaboration, to ensure that the process
of Fair Trade expansion in the Americas is “flexible,
transparent, democratic and collaborative.”

■

Links between Fair Trade and environmental, organic,
social economics and cooperative organizations, as
well as student groups, unions, business etc., to leverage the positive, “tangible”, “winnable” power of Fair
Trade for wider causes, and also to leverage the structures of those more established organizations for Fair
Trade.

To begin this collaboration, the establishment of a
Steering Committee was proposed by Equiterre and IATP
and endorsed by the plenary session. The goals of this
non-decision-making body would be to:
■

Design and propose a consultative process for bringing in other players on the broadest basis possible
(paying special attention to producer participation);

■

Identify existing initiatives, networks and events for
carrying the discussion forward;

■

Locate funding for financing the development of a
strategic process for the Americas;

■

Include representatives from FLO, FLO’s South
American producer coordination committee, IFAT’s
Latin America division, the FTF, ITAP, Comercio Justo
Mexico and Equiterre. Brazil’s National solidarity network FACES also proposed to be a member;

■

The main issues that the eventual strategy might
focus on includes the form of collaboration among
diverse Fair Trade stakeholders; the system by which
the Fair Trade standards and criteria could be harmonized; a plan for coordinated policy action; funding
to expand the Fair Trade system.

however, and it risked duplicating efforts already underway.
FLO International had similar worries, although to a
lesser degree. Speaking for FLO, Paola Ghillani said she
wished that FLO International would be involved, as
opposed to just the Latin American Coordinadora, FLO’s
South American producer group organization. She suggested that it made sense for a representative of FLO in
North America, either TransFair Canada or TransFair
USA to be part of the committee
Chris O’Brien, of the Fair Trade Federation, had a
detailed response, insisting that, as had been emphasized throughout the Forum, collaboration was a number-one priority, out of which he hoped to see harmonization of standards directly arise. Neither policy formulation nor fundraising from international and multilateral institutions were areas where he said the FTF had
much expertise, but that the group would be happy to
support such efforts by others. In the first of several
constructive ideas, he mentioned that the FTF’s administrative group CoopAmerica also managed the social
Investment Forum, a trade association of nearly 500
U.S.-based responsible investment firms, and suggested
that that capital could likely be leveraged for Fair Trade
development.
Catalina Sosa, IFAT’s Latin American regional representative, possibly attempting to head off objections to a
northern-based (and therefore perhaps northern-biased)
group, underlined that, representing a great number of
southern producers, she felt that a strategy to expand
Fair Trade in the US and Canada was more than appropriate, and that the Steering Committee seemed a good
way to start the process.

Representatives of Transfair USA, FLO International, the
FTF and IFAT Latin America were on hand to give general first impressions of the proposal.

Responses and Reactions from Participants: Support
for the idea of some kind of collaborative committee
was nearly universal among the hundred or so people
that remained for the final session. In general, producers
and their representative in the audience supported the
proposal. There were some suggestions that the
Committee should not include national-level initiatives.
National groups work best at the national level, and
international issues should be addressed by international
groups, the reasoning went. Others disagreed stating
that national level initiatives could contribute a lot, particularly if one of the goals of the process was to
expand Fair Trade in the North and the South. Similarly,
others said that the proposal risked muddying further an
already overcomplicated system.

Steve Sellers, the representative from Transfair USA,
was slightly skeptical that such a process/structure was
needed. It would have to position itself carefully, he
warned, suggesting there was at most a narrow niche of
useful action in the current Fair Trade environment.
Stray too far one way, and such a program would
detract from the group’s core mission: marketing Fair
Trade in the US. Stray too far in the other direction,

However, such views were a minority of those
expressed. The reservation most clearly articulated
among the participants was that such a strategy would
only be legitimate if it were developed as true collaboration between the North and the South. The Steering
Committee must adequately represent the producers and
southern national groups. “All must participate for the
benefit of all” sums up much thinking, as do warnings
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that the committee, or at least the decision-making
group that emerges from it, be “flexible, democratic,
and transparent” with “direct lines of communication”
between stakeholders. It should also be noted that a significant Brazilian contingent at the Forum, also argued
that they should have a bigger role in the development
of the strategy.
There were several other interesting comments that
enriched the discussion. First among these was an interesting proposal for a systems analysis approach to
designing the collaborative structure, a systematic way
to look at Fair Trade throughout the Americas in order
to come up with “partnerships where goals are in alignment, and let people go their own way where goals are
maybe less in alignment.” Funding was still pending for
the project at the time of the conference.
There were also very relevant “lessons learned” presented by Kathy Anderson of IFAT “from the organization’s Asian experience. First, it was suggested that
overarching structures do not work unless the local
and national structures that support them are strong.
Second, collaboration was found to require some kind
of project to organize around. Asian groups that start
up by organizing around a particular issue “go from
strength to strength.” However, maintaining organization for organization’s sake is much harder to do.
Finally, and that said, frequent face to face meetings
among the Fair Trade movement are important, even if
there is no specific objective. The collaboration that
was emphasized again and again, it should be remembered, is not only a practical way to make sure everyone’s aims are met. It is also a means of maintaining
the trust that binds together the movement.
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Swill minister of economy and el Ceibo

In summary, the need for collaboration expressed throughout the day is hard to overstate. However, moving forward,
participants felt the Steering Committee must be vigilant to
avoid the following errors:
■

Duplicating work already underway;

■

Diluting scarce funds for organizations’ core expertise;

■

Especially important, the committee must take pains
to ensure not just transparency, flexibility and representation for Southern producer stakeholders, but a
true collaborative process of development for the
eventual strategy decisions.

Participants identified future opportunities for bringing
Fair Trade stakeholders together again. These included:
the UNCTAD XI meeting in Brazil in 2004, the FLO
Latin American Coordination’s meeting in Mexico in
August 2004 and the IFAT international meeting,
planned for 2005 in Quito.
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OPEN LETTER TO GOVERNMENTS REGARDING FAIR TRADE
September 2003

n the occasion of the WTO Cancun Ministerial, we, members of the international Fair Trade movement, call on
governments and international institutions to contribute to the expansion of Fair Trade and the promotion of a
global trading system that truly works for poverty reduction and sustainable development. We offer the following
concrete proposals.

O

INTRODUCING FAIR TRADE

The Fair Trade movement has been operating for more than
forty years, demonstrating that trade can make a sustainable
and significant contribution to improving the lives of producers and workers, while protecting natural resources and
the environment. From modest beginnings we have developed into a global network, bringing together thousands of
small-scale producer groups, trading companies and
labelling organizations into an organized trading system
reaching tens of millions of consumers.
Fair Trade is a trading partnership based on dialogue, transparency and respect, that seeks greater equity in international trade. It contributes to sustainable development by
offering better trading conditions to, and securing the rights
of, marginalized producers and workers – especially in the
South. Fair Trade organizations (backed by consumers) are
actively engaged in supporting producers, awareness raising
and in campaigning for changes in the rules and practice of
conventional international trade1.
We estimate that more than 5 million producers in 40 countries of Latin America, Africa and Asia benefit from Fair
Trade relationships. More than 200 Fair Trade companies
and producer organizations are represented by IFAT, the
International Federation for Alternative Trade. The Fairtrade
Labeling Organizations International (FLO-I) represent 17
national Fairtrade Labeling initiatives in the United States,
Canada, Europe and Japan.
In 2002, worldwide sales of Fair Trade products were2 estimated at over US$400 million and the market is growing
rapidly. International sales grew last year by an average of
21%, and by more than 100% in Austria, France and
Norway. US sales of Fairtrade certified coffee grew 46%,
while Fair Trade growth overall in Switzerland, Canada and
the UK surpassed 30%.
Producers, consumers and traders are key to the success of
Fair Trade, but governments and international institutions
have a critical role to play.

Many national governments, together with the European
Union, have provided welcome support for Fair Trade and
Fairtrade labeling. But now, more than ever, we call on governments to implement proactive policy initiatives and
negotiate trade agreements to enhance and not impede the
growth of the Fair Trade system.
The promotion of Fair Trade must never be used as an
excuse for inaction on broader policy reforms to address the
structural inequalities in trade. Fair Trade is a model for a
more equitable trading system; we urge politicians to be
courageous in giving people in the South a fair chance to
develop through trade.

KEY POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS:

1. Governments should formally integrate support for Fair
Trade into the national development policies and poverty
reduction programs. Measures should include:
■

The development and adoption of a Fair Trade policy,
based on the definition of Fair Trade given here, that
is integrated into appropriate government agency programs and positions vis a vis international organizations such as the World Bank, United Nations
Development Program and the WTO.

■

Support for the creation of small-scale producer credit
and loan guarantee programs, accompanied by business support services for producer organizations.

■

Support for monitoring and certification programs and
Fair Trade impact research in developing countries.

■

Suport for consumer awareness-raising campaigns.

■

Encouragement of wider Fair Trade-Industry partnerships.

2. Governments should actively encourage the adoption of
Fair Trade criteria in procurement policies at the national,
regional and local levels in government and international
agencies.
3. WTO specific recommendations

SUPPORTING SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND POVERTY REDUCTION THROUGH FAIR TRADE

We call on governments and global institutions, as well as
civil society and businesses, to increase significantly their
support and investment in Fair Trade.
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Trade policy should not promote and enforce liberalization as an economic solution where “one size fits all”.
Trade policy should be made in a fair, transparent and
democratic way, seeking the full participation of the

small and medium-sized enterprise and agricultural sector in developing countries.
Trade policies should promote and enabling environment
for Fair Trade that upholds the right of producers and
consumers to take part in Fair Trading without restriction, for example through restrictions on preferential
purchasing and voluntary preferences based on PPM.
■

WTO trade rules prohibiting export dumping must be
strictly enforced.

■

Global commodity agreements should be concluded to
help farmers get a fair price while protecting consumers and the environment.

■

Trade rules should address the disproportionate market power and predatory business practices of
transnational monopolies in the food and farming
sector.

■

Governments should preserve their prerogative to
choose social and green procurement policies and
reject any proposal that may contravene this.

■

Tariff and non-tariff barriers to trade should be lowered to improve market access for small-scale producers in developing countries. This market access should
be linked at every stage to development programs
across a range of areas including marketing, pricing,
product design, quality assurance, health and safety
compliance and logistics.

■

Governments should implement social and environmental impact assessments prior to any new trade
agreements, with particular attention to social, economic, gender and environmental impacts.

1 Definition of Fair Trade developed by FINE: the Fairtrade Labelling Organizations International (FLO-I), the International Federation for Alternative Trade
(IFAT), Network of European World Shops (NEWS!) and the European Fair Trade Association (EFTA).
2 Figures from the Fairtrade Labeling Organizations International (FLO)
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Britta Coy
Brussels, BELGIUM

Michael Zelmer
Vancouver CANADA

Bill Barrett
Guelph, CANADA
Bill Barrett
Guelph, CANADA
GUELPH COOPERATIVE COUNCIL

Bill Barrett
Guelph, CANADA

FUNDACIÓN ESPAUE
FACES DO BRASIL (FORUM FOR FAIR TRADE
ARTICULATION IN BRAZIL)
EFTA (EUROPEAN FAIR TRADE ASSOCIATION)
MASIANO IOSSA

Brussels, BELGIUM
IATP (INSTITUTE FOR AGRICULTURE AND
TRADE POLICY)

Mark Ritchie
Minneapolis, USA

Maritza Parra
José Antonio Gómez
COLOMBIA

ONTARIO COUNCIL FOR INTERNATIONAL
COOPERATION

Bill Barrett
Toronto, CANADA

XOCHIQUETZAL, SA

Inez Villaseñor Salto
MÉXICO

PLANET BEAN, INC.

Bill Barrett
Guelph, CANADA

RED BIOPLANETA

Anne Toomey
Ana Valerie Mandri Rohen
MÉXICO

CARREFOUR TUIS-ALONDE

Robert Gignai
Quebec, CANADA
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DEAN´S BEANS ORGANIC COFFEE

DED

OXFAM-WERELDWINKELS VZW

Dean Cycon
USA

Jose Nestor Rosales
Ulriche Eckhardt
HONDURAS

Anke Hintjens
Belgium

WAGES (WOMEN´S ACTION TO GAIN
ECONOMIC SECURITY)

MUJERES DE MAIZ EN RESISTENCIA

CESAMCH

Hilary Abell
Oakland, CA USA

Ixim Antsetik Stzikos Swokoliz
MÉXICO

PEACE COFFEE

SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE OF LOUISVILLE

Scott Patterson
Minneapolis USA

Andrew Kang Bartlett
USA

Sixto Bonilla,
Mexico
CERTIMEX S.C.

CHOCOLATE MATTERS

Seth Petchers
Washington, DC USA

INFACT
TIERRA HUMANA A.C.

COOPERATIVE COFFEES

Sergio Ortiz
Judson Cadena R.F.
Cancún MÉXICO

Monica Firl
Montreal CANADA

EL BARZON, A.C.

HIGHER GROUNDS TRADING CO.

Liliana Flores Benavides
MÉXICO

Chris Treter
Leland, MI USA

KUAPA KOKOO,

ORGANIC CONSUMERS ASSOCIATION

Abraham Appiah-Kubi,
Ghana

Chris Treter
Little Marais, MN USA

GRUPO DE ESTUDIOS AMBIENTALES AC,

INTERFAITH FAIR TRADE INITIATIVE

Catarina Illsley Granich
Mexico

Sarah Ford
Baltimore, MD USA

OIKOCREDIT

MANUFACTURERS TUBAC CLOTHING
COMPANY

Melissa Bodenhamer
Alan Murray
Tucson, AZ USA

Rev. Terry Provance,
USA
ASOCIACIÓN DE MAGUEYEROS Y
MEZCALEROS DEL CHILAPAN AC

Albino Tlacotempa Zapoteco,
Mexico
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DUTCH NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF WORLD
SHOPS.

Herman van Beek

Stephen Bartlett
USA

Ileana Cordón
Guatemala, Centro América
SWISS COALITION OF DEVELOPMENT
ORGANIZATIONS

Michel Egger
Lausanne, Switzerland

FORESTTRADE

Simon Ticehurst

Thomas Fricke
Vermont, USA

FAIR TRADE ORGANISATIE

MARTIN WAGNER

The Netherlands
Stefan Durwael

Earthjustice
California, USA
JOINING HANDS AGAINST HUNGER,

Carolyn Newcomb
USA

MONEQUITABLE

Caroline Marcel
CANADA

María Elena Valverde
Ecuador

OXFAM INTERNATIONAL

ARUN RASTE

IRFT
INDIA

CENTRO DE INVESTIGACIÓN Y DESARROLLO
COMUNITARIO MAQUI - MAÑACHI

ASOCIACIÓN CRECER

SINCHI SACHA

Catalina Sosd
ECUADOR

Kathryn Mulvey
Boston, MA USA

AGRICULTURAL MISSIONS, INC

FAIR TRADE RESOURCE NETWORK

Jacqueline DeCarlo
Washington, DC USA

Taurino Reyes
Mexico

VICENT GARCÉS

Centro de Estdios Rurales y de
Agricultura Internacional
Spain

PARTICIPANTS LIST*
Organization

First Name Last Name

Country

E-Mail

4 Fair Trade
ACICA.FOL
Action Aid Brazil
Actionaid Senegal
Actionaid UK
Actionaid UK
Actionaid UK
Actionaid USA
Actionaid Brazil
Actionaid China
Actionaid India
Actionaid Kenya
Actionaid Malawi
Actionaid Nepal
Actionaid Pakistan
Actionaid Uganda
Actionaid USA
Afrique Verte
Agave
Agave
Agave
Agave
“Agricultural Missions, Inc.”
AgriSystems International
Agromercados
Agromercados
Alliance 21
“Alternativa Solidaria Chiapas, a.c.”
“Alternativa Solidaria Chiapas, a.c.”
American Apparel
American Apparel
American Corn Growers Association
American Friends Service Committee
American Lands Alliance
American Lands Alliance
AM-Net
Animal Welfare Institute
AOPP-AOPP/Association des
Organisation Professionnelles Paysannes
Apecafé
Apecafé
Appta
Appta
Appta
Artisans du Monde
Artisans du Monde
Artisans du Monde
Asarbolsem
Ashoka Innovators for the Public
Asociación Ambientalista
GUERREROS VERDES A.C.
Asociación de Artesanos Q´antati
“Asociación Nacional de Empresas
Comercializadoras de Productores
del Campo, A.C. (ANEC)”
“Asociación Nacional de Empresas
Comercializadoras de Productores
del Campo, A.C. (ANEC)”

Estuardo
Yin Sanchez
Siobhan Hawthorne
Faye Moussa
John Hillary
Toby Gethin
Tim Rice
Atila Rogue
Adriano Campolina
Lanying Zhang
Pushdendra
Mueni Kiio
Paul Kwengere
Yamuna Ghale
Aftab Alam
James Kintu
Rick Rowden
Mohamed Haidara
Humberto Altamirano
Fortino Garcia Cruz
Roman Garcia Robles
Xochitl Zamarripa
Stephen Bartlett
Thomas Harding
Isaías Martínez
Daniela Solís
Pierre Johnson
Katia Corroy Castro
Caterina Valitutti
Roian Atwood
Adele Peters
John Dittrich
JessicaWalker Beaumont
Jason Tockman
Randi Spivak
Naito Daisuke
Wendy Swann
Ibrahima Coulibaly

Robles
Costa Rica
Brazil
Senegal
England
England
USA
Brazil
China
India
Kenya
Malawi
Nepal
Pakistan
Uganda
USA
Mali
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
USA
USA
Mexico
Mexico
France
Mexico
Mexico
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
Japan
USA
Mali

USA
tatarobles@mail.utexas.edu
riomasio@acicokac.org
SiobhanHawthorne@actionaid.org.br
mstaye@arc.sn
johnh@actionaid.org.uk
t_gethin@hotmail.com
timr@actionaid.org.uk
atilar@actionaidusa.org
adrianocampolina@actionaid.org.br
zhanglanying@actionaidchina.org
pushpendra@actionaidinda.org
muenik@actionaidkenya.org

Luis Adalberto Servando
Alfredo Rumaldo Asencio
Juanita Baltodano Vichez
Walter Rodriguez Vargas
Eliseo Salazar
Laurent Levard
Arturo Palma Torres
Anne-Francoise Taisne
Antonia R. de Moscoso
Meredith B. Lobel
Sebastiao Pinheiro

El Salvador
El Salvador
Costa Rica
Costa Rica
Costa Rica
France
France
France
Bolivia
USA
Mexico

apecafe@mixmail.com
apecafe@mixmail.com
apptager@sol.racsa.co.cr
apptager@sol.racsa.co.cr
apptager@sol.racsa.co.cr
l.levard@artisansdumonde.org
apt@club-internet.fr
af.taisne@wanadoo.fr
srdemayo@ceibo.entelnet.bo
mlobel@ashoka.org
kahnela@hotmail.com

Vicente Hilari Laruta
Adalberto Guevara Ríos

Bolivia
Mexico

qantati@qantati.com
anec2@laneta.apc.org

Ivan Polanco

Mexico

anec@laneta.apc.org;
anec1@laneta.apc.org

yamuna@actionaidnepal.org
aftab@actionaidpakistan.org
kintuj@actionaiduganda.org
rickr@actionaidusa.org
afriqueverte@afribone.net.ml

sbartlett@ag-missions.org
agrisys1@aol.com
agromercados@agromercados.org
agromercados@agromercados.org
pwj@alliance21.org
alsolchiapas@prodigy.net.mx
alsolchiapas@prodigy.net.mx
roian@americanapparel.net
adele@americanapparel.net
dittrich@ncfcomm.com
jessiew2@mindspring.com
tockman@americanlands.org
randispivak@americanlands.org
dnaito@asafas.kyoto-a.ac.jp
wendy@awionline.org
i_ibracoul@yahoo.fr.
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Organization

First Name Last Name

Country

E-Mail

“Asociación Nacional de Empresas
Comercializadoras de Productores
del Campo, A.C. (ANEC)”
Asociación para el Desarrollo
Sustentable
Associacion Crecer
Associacion Crecer
Association pur la creation
de la Fondation Rene Dumont
Association pur la creation
de la Fondation Rene Dumont
Attac
Attac
Aveda
Azioneaivto
Banco de Mexico
Banco Interamericano de
Desarrollo Mexico
Banelino
BioMaya
Bioplaneta
BIOTRADE Colombia
Bolsa Amazonia
Bolsa Amazonia
Bolsa Amazonia
Bolsa Nusantara Indonesia
Brisbane WTO Convergence Mexico
Brisbane WTO Convergence Mexico
Café Ético
Café La Selva
CAFENICA
Caisse d’économie Desjardins des
Travailleuses et Travailleurs (Québec)
Campesinos Ecológicos de la Sierra
Madre de Chiapas SC (CESMACH)
Carrefour-Tiers-Monde
Carrefour-Tiers-Monde
Carrefour-Tiers-Monde
Caribbean Policy Center
Catholic Committee against hunger
and for development (CCFD)
Catholic Committee against Hunger
and for Development (CCFD)
CCC
CCFD (Catholic Committee against
hunger and for development)
CEC
CEC Commission for
Environmental Cooperation
CEC Commission for
Environmental Cooperation
Cecocafen
Cecocafen
Cedar Circle Farm
Cedar Circle Farm
Center for Global Development
Center for Human Rights
and Environment
Center for Policy Analysis
on Trade and Health (CPATH)
Center for Policy Analysis
on Trade and Health (CPATH)
Center of Concern

Víctor Suárez Carrera

Mexico

anec2@laneta.apc.org

Juana Cruz Morales

Mexico

Ileana
Josefina
Anne Laure Constantin

Cordon
Velasquez
France

adesarrollosustentable@yahoo.com.mx;
adesarrollosustentable@yahoo.com
Guatemala
crecer@intelnet.net.gt
Guatemala
crecer@intelnet.net.gt
fondation.rene.dumont@wanadoo.fr

Marek Poznanski

Belgium

marek.poznanski@csa-be.org

Belkis Urdaneta
Yvette Chirinos
Tara Weseley
Marco de Ponti
Raul Saucedo Cardenas
David B.

Venezuela
Venezuela
USA
Italy
Mexico
Atkinson

belkigia@cantu.net
ichirinos@tutopia.com
twesely@aveda.com
mdponte@libero.it
rsaucedo@correo.fira.gob.mx
Mexico davida@iadb.org

Maximo Antonio Blanco Diaz
Viqui Mirella Roblero Pérez
Anne Toomey
Jose Antonio Gomez Diaz
Nazaré Imbiriba
Olga Lucia Ruiz Mantilla
Maria de Oliveira
Nuning S. Barwa
Sam Tracy
Mark Tracy
Tyron Miskell
Ramon Salto Cisneros
Byron Corrales
Clément Guimond

Dominican Republic
Mexico
Mexico
Colombia
Brazil
Brazil
Brazil
Indonesia
Australia
Australia
Canada
Mexico
Nicaragua
Canada

banelino@codetel.net.do
cafefiech@laneta.apc.org
atoomey@bioplaneta.com
jagomez@humboldt.org.co
amazonpaper@bolsaamazonia.com
ambientesociedad@porta.net
contatos@bolsaamazonia.com.br
nsbarwa@marthatilaar.net
samtracy@hotmail.com
BWCM@4WORLDMAIL.com
etico@codev.org
laselvacafe@axtel.net
phaslam@ibw.com.ni
clement.guimond@desjardins.com

Sixto Bonilla Cruz

Mexico

cesmach@prodigy.net.mx

Emilia Castro
Sylvie Dunn
Robert Gignac
Christopher Sinckler
Nathalie Grimoud

France
Canada
Canada

info@carrefour-tiers-monde.org
info@acdi-cida.gc.ca

France

n.grimoud@ccfd.asso.fr

Fabienne Michalon

France

f.michalon@ccfd.asso.fr

Chad Dobson
Catherine Gaudard

USA
France

cdobson1@attglobal.net
c.gaudard@ccfd.asso.fr

Chantal Line Carpentier
Evan Lloyd

Canada
Canada

clcarpentier@ccemtl.org
elloyd@ccemtl.org

Jeffrey Stoub

Canada

jstoub@ccemtl.org

Blanca Rosa Molina
Chris Bacon
William Allen
Kate Duesterberg
Sarah Lucas
Victor Ricco

Nicaragua
Nicaragua
USA
USA
USA
Argentinia

cecocafen@tmx.com.ni
cbacon@ucsc.edu
kduester@igc.org
kduester@igc.org
slucas@cgdev
victor@ cedha.org.ar

Joe Brenner

USA

jebrenner@cpath.org

Ellen Shaffer

USA

ershaffer@cpath.org

James Hug

USA

jhug@coc.org
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Organization

First Name Last Name

Country

E-Mail

Central de Cooperativas
Cafetaleras (CCCH)
Central de Cooperativas
Cafetaleras (CCCH)
Central de Cooperativas
Cafetaleras (CCCH)
Central de Cooperativas
Cafetaleras (CCCH)
Central de Cooperativas de
Campesinos Agricolas Operacion
Tierra Operacion Tierra (CECAOT)
Central de Cooperativas de
Campesinos Agricolas Operacion
Tierra Operacion Tierra (CECAOT)
Centro Agronomico Tropical
de Investigacion y Ensenanza
Centro Agronomico Tropical
de Investigacion y Ensenanza
Centro de Derecho Ambiental (CEMDA )
Centro de Investigación y Desarrollo
Comunitario “Maqui Mañachi”
Centro de Investigación y Desarrollo
Comunitario “Maqui Mañachi”
Centro de Investigación y Desarrollo
Comunitario “Maqui Mañachi”
Centro de Investigación y Desarrollo
Comunitario “Maqui Mañachi”
CERAI-Espana
CERTIMEX
CERTIMEX
Chaire Economie et Humanisme
Charles Leopold Mayer Foundation
Chemonics International
Chocolate Matters
Church Development Service (EED)
CIAMAC
CIAP
CIBIE
CIDA
CLAES Centro
CLAES Centro
CLAES Centro
COAPROCL
Cocla

Nelson Guarra

Honduras

ccch@sdnhon.org.hn; ccch@cablecolor.hn

German Quintanilla

Honduras

ccch@sdnhon.org.hn

Ana Lucia

Restrepo

Honduras ccch@sdnhon.org.hn

Jose Manuel

Romero

Honduras ccch@sdnhon.org.hn

Nilfer Calcina

Bolivia

cecaot@entelnet.bo

Freddy Ticona

Bolivia

cecaot@entelnet.bo

Jason Donavan
Dietmar Stoian

Costa Rica
Costa Rica

jdonavan@catie.ac.cr
stoian@catie.ac.cr

Luis F. Guadarrama
Pablo Albán

Mexico
Ecuador

lguadarrama@cemda.org.mx
centromaquim@hotmail.com

Fausto Guandinango

Ecuador

centromaquim@hotmail.com

David Moreno

Ecuador

centromaquim@hotmail.com

María Elena Valverde

Ecuador

centromaquin@hotmail.com

Vicent Garces
Hernán Martínez Morales
Taurino Reyes Santiago
René Audet
Oriol Alsina
Richard Mancilla
Seth Petchers
Rudolf Buntzel-Cano
Guadalupe Hernandez Hernandez
Rosa Pacheco “Cóndor “
Otto von Arnold
Susan Whelan
Evia Piccioli
Eduardo
Visca
Jose Antonio
Carmen Léon

Spain
Mexico
Mexico
Canada
France
USA
USA
Germany
México
Peru
Sweden
Canada
Gerardo
Gudynas
Paola
Hernandez
Peru

Ernesto San Martin de la Cruz
Jorge Gaston Gutierrez
Sulema Mena de Gonzalea
Guadalupe Quiróz Jiménez
Georgette Sacre
Marcela Salazar
Noe Torres
Eri Ikezi
Yves Berthelot

Mexico
Mexico
Nicaragua
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Switzerland
France

vicentm@ono.com
certimexsc@prodigy.net.mx
certimexsc@prodigy.net.mx
audet.rene@courrier.uqam.ca
oriol@alliance21.org
ddouglass@chemonics.com
seth@chocolatematters.org
r.Buntzel@gkke.org
ciam@laneta.apc.org
ciap@amauta.rcp.net.pe
otto@jordberga.se
larry.hegan@acdi-cida.gc.ca
Uruguay gevia@adinet.com.uy
Uruguay egudynas@intelnet.com.uy
Uruguay paola3e@internet.com.uy
Honduras coaprocl2@yahoo.com
cocla@infonegocio.net.pe; c
armenleon@infonegocio.net.pe
codagro@hotmail.com
cej@avantel.net

Kerry Burgess
Abigail Wallace
Sally May
Abel Fernandez

UK
UK
UK
Domincan Republic

kerry@ciwf.co.uk
abby@ciwf.co.uk
sally.may@freeserve.co.uk
abel@conacado.com;

Simone Battestin

Brazil

sbattestin@contag.org.br

CODAGRO
Colectivo Ecologista Jalisco
COMAMNUVI Coop
Comercio Justo
Comercio Justo
Comercio Justo
Comercio Justo
COMESA
Comite Francais pour
la Solidarite Internationale
Compassion in World Farming
Compassion in World Farming
Compassion in World Farming
“CONACADO, INC.”
conacado.inc@codetel.net.do
Confederação Nacional dos
Trabalhadores na Agricultura (CONTAG)

g_sacre@hotmail.com
comjustomex@laneta.apc.org
comjustomex@laneta.apc.org
ariiazi@yahoo.com
gillet@cfsi.asso.fr
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Organization

First Name Last Name

Country

E-Mail

Confederação Nacional dos
Trabalhadores na Agricultura (CONTAG)
Confederação Nacional dos
Trabalhadores na Agricultura (CONTAG)
Confederação Nacional dos
Trabalhadores na Agricultura (CONTAG)
Confederação Nacional dos
Trabalhadores na Agricultura (CONTAG)
Confédérartion paysanne européenne
Congreso de Guerrero
Conseil des ONG d’Appui au
Développement (CONGAD )
Consejo Civil Mexicano
para la Silvicultura Sostenible
CONSER
CONSER
Consumer’s Union
Coop America
Coop America
Coopecanera R.L.
COOPERATIVA CAÑERA
DE SAN RAMON R.L.
Cooperativa COPALAR
Cooperativa COPALAR
Cooperativa de Servicios Agropecuarios
Tierra Nueva ( COSATIN R.L.)
Cooperativa El Ceibo Ltda
Cooperativa El Ceibo Ltda
Cooperative de Molas
Coordinadora Estatal de Productores
de Café de Oaxaca (CEPCO)
“Coordinadora Estatal de Productores
de Café de Oaxaca, CEPCO”
Coordination SUD

Alberto Hercílio Broch

Brazil

alberto@contag.org.br

Maria da Graça Amorim

Brazil

graca@contag.org.br

Manoel Jose Dos Santos

Brazil

manoel@contag.org.br

Luiz Vicente Facco

Brazil

facco@contag.org.br

Paul Nicholson
Mauro García Medina
Amacodou Diouf

Spain
México
Senegal

pnicholson@ehne.org
mauro@prodigy.net.mx
congad@sentoo.sn

Sergio Madrid Subirán

Mexico

smadrid@laneta.apc.org

Victor Herrera
Fidelino Montejo
David Cuming
Amanda Johnson
Chris O’Brian
Luis Rojas
Jose Luis Rojas Fallas

Guatemala
Guatemala
Canada
USA
USA
Costa Rica
Costa Rica

concopa@intelnet.com
concopa@intelnet.com
cuming@consomateur.qc.ca
ajohnson@coopamerica.org
chrisobrian@coopamerica.org
jolurofa@hotmail.com
Jolurofa@hotmail.com

Alberto Dorremochea
Gabriel A. Perez
Jorge Abarca Trujillo

Venezuela
Venezuela
Nicaragua

gumilla@cantv.net
gumilla@cantv.net
cosatin@sdnaic.org.nic; laesouto@globo.com

Bernando Apaza
Froilan Beltran Condori
Adriana González
Mario Fernando Melchor Vila

Bolivia
Bolivia
Panama
Mexico

elceibo@ceibo.entelnet.bo
elceibo@ceibo.entelnet.bo
coopmola@sinfo.net
caeo@prodigy.net.mx

Tolentino Martínez Pérez

Mexico

Henri Rouille d’Orfeuil

France

Corporación Proteína Americana
Cosurca
Cosurca
CUDECOOP

María del Carmen Martínez García
Rene Ausecha Chaux
Jose Armando Ruales Jimenez
Maryanne Grieg-Gran

Mexico
Colombia
Colombia
Uruguay

CYC
DAC
Deans Beans
Departamento de Estudos
Sócio Econômicos Rurais (DESER)
Domestic Fair Trade Working Group
DST
Dutch National Association
of Worldshops
Earthjustice
Earthjustice
Earthjustice
Ecológica Peru
El Barzon
El Colegio de la Frontera Sur (ECOSUR)
Enlaces America/Heartland Alliance
Enlaces America/Heartland Alliance
Equal Exchange
Equal Exchange
Equaris Corporation
Equaris Corporation
Cooperative Coffees
Equiterre

Oscar Deltejo
Steven Sack
Dean Cycon
Raquel Pereira de Souza

Mexico
South Africa
USA
Brazil

Hannah Lewis
Renah Lusiba
Herman van Beek

USA
South Africa
Netherlands

Alyssa Johl
Marcello Mollo
Tom Turner
Hector Valasquez Alcantara
Liliana Flores Benavides
Ramon Jarquin Galvez
Oscar Chacon
Amy Shannon
Beth Ann Milardo
Anna Utech
Roberta Elston
Clint Elston
Monica Firl
Saleema Hutchinson

USA
USA
USA
Peru
Mexico
Mexico
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
Canada
Canada
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henri.rouille-d’orfeuil@cirad.fr;
rouille@cirad.fr
carmenmartinez@quali.com.mx
cosurca@caucanet.net.co
cosurca@caucanet.net.co
comercio.justo@cudecoop.coop;
maryanne@iied.org
oscardeltejo@hotmail.com
steven.sack@dac.gov.za
dean@deansbeans.com
raquel@deser.org.br
foodjusticemn@yahoo.com
renah.lusiba@dac.gov.za
herman@ft-advies.demon.nl;
hbeek@wereldwinkels.nl
amollo@earthjustice.org
mmollo@earthjustice.org
tturner@earthjustice.org
ecologic@ideas.org.pe
cen@elbarzon.org
rjarquin@tap-ecosur.edu.mx
ochacon@enlacesamerica.org
ashannon@enlacesamerica.org
bamilardo@equalexchange.com
autech@equalexchange.com
celston@equaris.com
monikafirl@yahoo.ca
shutchinson@equiterre.qu.ca

Organization

First Name Last Name

Country

E-Mail

Équiterre
Équiterre
Équiterre
ETC Group
European Partners for
the Environment (EPE)
European Partners for
the Environment (EPE)
Evian Group
Fair Trade Assistance
Fair Trade Resource Network
FAO
Federação dos Trabalhadores na
Agricultura do Ceará (FETRAECE)
Federação dos Trabalhadores na
Agricultura do Distrito Federal
e Entorno (FETADFE )
Federação dos Trabalhadores na
Agricultura do Estado de
Minas Gerais (FETAEMG)
Federação dos Trabalhadores na
Agricultura do Estado
do Ceará (FETRAECE)
Federação dos Trabalhadores na
Agricultura do Estado
do Pará (FETAGRI-PA)
Federação dos Trabalhadores na
Agricultura do Estado
do Pará (FETAGRI-PA)
Federação dos Trabalhadores na
Agricultura do Estado
do Parana (FETAEP)
“Federación Indígena Ecológica de
Chiapas, FIECH”
“Federación Indígena Ecológica de
Chiapas, FIECH”
“Federación Indígena Ecológica de
Chiapas, FIECH”
FIELD
Fimarc
Finca Santa Anita La
Union Colomba Costa Cuca
FNTG
Focus on Global South
Fondo Accion
Food First
Food First
Food First
Ford Foundation
Ford Foundation
Ford Foundation
Ford Foundation Office
for Mexico and Central America
Forest Stewardship Council
ForesTrade
ForesTrade de Guatemala
Forum For Our Common Future
Foundation for Deep Ecology
Fair Trade Federation
Fundacion Espave
Fundacion Sinchi Sacha
Fundacion Solidaridade

Isabelle de St Germain
Sidney Ribaux
Normand Roy
Pat Mooney
Francisco Flores

Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
Belgium

istg@equiterre.qc.ca
sribaux@equiterre.qc.ca
nroyyy@yahoo.ca

Raymond van Ermen

Belgium

Raymond.vanermen@epe.be

Rachel Thompson
Ron Van Meer
Jackie de Carlo
Alexander Sarris
Antônio Lacerda Souto

UK
Netherlands
USA
Italy
Brazil

rthompson@eviangroup.org
ronvanmeer@intelnet.net.gt
jackie@fairtraderesource.org
alexander.sarris@fao.org
fetraece@baydenet.com.br

João Ribeiro Dos Santos Filho

Brazil

fetadfe@ig.com.br

Vilson Luiz da Silva

Brazil

fetaemg@fetaemg.org.br

Antonio Lacerda Souto

Brazil

Carmen Helena Ferreira Foro

Brazil

fetagri@amazon.com.br;
fetagripara@conectus.com.br

Antônio de Souza Carvalho

Brazil

fetagri@amazon.com.br;
fetagripara@conectus.com.br

Jairo Corrêa de Almeida

Brazil

fetaep@fetaep.org.br

Alfonso López Díaz

Mexico

cafefiech@laneta.apc.org

Edgar Flores Miguel

Mexico

cafefiech@laneta.apc.org

Roberto Ruíz Terán

Mexico

cafefiech@laneta.apc.org

Beatrice Chaytor
Dory Herman

UK
Belgium

beatrice.chaytor@field.org.uk
fimarc@skynet.be

Irene R. Keliher
Mark Rand
Aileen Kwa
Francisco Abardia Moros
Amanda Cassel
Mateo Kraft
Amanda Cassel
Priti Darooka
Fabrina Furtado
Carol Pollack
Guadalupe Mendoza

Guatemala
USA
Thailand
Mexico

ikeliher@hotmail.com
mark@fntg.org
aileenkwa@yahoo.com

Dawn Robinson
Sylvia Gray Blanchet
Luis Fernando Beza
Georginia Ayre
Jerry Mander
Hilary Abel
Maritza del Carmen Parra Cordoba
Fabian Mallet
Josefina Berliner

USA
USA
USA
Brazil
USA
Mexico
Mexico
Guatemala
UK
USA
USA
France
Chile

francisco.flores@epe.be

acassel@stanford.edu
mateokraft@yahoo.com
acassel@stanford.edu
p.darooka@fordfound.org
f.furtado@fordfound.org
c.pollack@fordfound.org
g.mendoza@fordfound.org
dawnr@fscoax.org
sylvia@forestrade.com
fernando@forestrade.com
gayre@stakeholderforum.org
jerry@ifg.org
hilary@wagescooperatives.org
fabmallet79@yahoo.fr
fundsolid@cmet.net;
solidaridad@fundacionsolidaridad.cl
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Organization

First Name Last Name

Country

E-Mail

Fundacion Solidaridade
GENESIS
Gerster Consulting
Gerster Consulting
Girc
GLACC
Global Exchange
Global Exchange
Global Resistance
Grantmakers Without Borders
Green Mountain Coffee
Green Party
Groupo de Estudios Ambientales AC
Harvard University
Harvard University
Hearthand Organic
Heinrich Boell Foundation
HRLN
IATP
IATP
IATP
IATP
IATP
IATP
IATP
ICLEI
Icsur Sociedad Civil
ICTSD
ICTSD
IDDRI
IDEC
IDEX
IDEX
IDS
IFAT
IFAT/ Fundacion Sinchi Sacha

Winnie Lira
Manuel Zetina Segura
Richard Gerster
Sonja Zimmerman
Bill Barett
Ovidio Lopez
Deborah James
Claudia Rodriguez
Amit Shrivastava
John Harvey
Robert Stiller
Jim Polk
Catarina Illsley
Dustin Ross
Victor Tan Chen
Kathleen Dolate
Barbara Unmuessig
Colin Gonsalvan
Mark Ritchie
Kari Hamerschlag
Kristi Laughlin
Dale Wiehoff
Natascha Shawver
Elizabeth Dougherty
Ben Lilliston
Robert Kerr
Erubiel Hernandez Rojas
Ricardo Melendez
Marie Chamay
Laurence Tubiana
Leo Sztatman
Yael Falicov
Eva Marie Schulte
Meredyth Ailloud
Katherine Anderson
Sara Catalina Sosa Andino

Chile
México
Switzerland
Switzerland
Canada
Costa Rica
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
Mexico
USA
USA
USA
Germany
India
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
Canada
Mexico
Colombia
Switzerland
France
Brazil
USA
USA
France
UK
Ecuador

fundsolid@cmet.net
zelinamm@yahoo.com.mx
richard.gerster@gersterconsulting.ch
sonja.zimmerman@gersterconsulting.ch
gircbill@web.net
ovidio@frentesolidario.org
deborah@globalexchange.org
claudia@globalexchange.org
amit@igc.org
gwob@att.net
robert.stiller@gmcr.com
jimpolk@cavtel.net
macarena@laneta.apc.org
dustin.ross@inthefrey.com
vchen@fas.harvard.edu
home@hearthlandorganic.com

IFG
IFOAM
IIED
IISD
Indigenous Tourism Rights
Indigenous Tourism Rights
Indigenous Tourism Rights/
Consejo Internacional de Tratados Indios
Indigenous Tourism Rights/
Consejo Internacional de Tratados Indios
Indocert
Industrial Shrimp Action Network
Industrial Shrimp Action Network
Infact
Infact
Infosud
Institute for Agriculture and Trade Policy
Institute for Environmental Studies
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Inter-American Development Bank
Inter-American Foundation
Interchurch Organization for
Development Co-operation
Interhemispheric Resource Center
Interhemispheric Resource Center
Intermon

Beate Antonieh
Bernward Geier
Bill Vorley
Jason Potts
John Kearney
Deborah McLaren
Jose Francisco Cali Tzay

USA
Germany
UK
Canada
USA
USA
Guatemala

rmelendez@ictsd.ch
mchamay@ictsd.ch
laurence.tubiana@iddri.org
leo@idec.org.br
yael@idex.org
flor@laneta.apc.org
mailloud.ids@wanadoo.fr
kanderson@ifat.org.uk
catasinchi@yahoo.com;
tianguez@interactive.net.ec
universal_justice@hotmail.com
b.geier@ifoam.org
bill.vorley@iied.org
jpotts@iisd.ca
jmkearney9@aol.com
Deborah@tourismrights.org
franciscocali@hotmail.com

Amavilia Liceth Simon Icú

Guatemala

Amavilia@tourismrights.org

Matthew Sebastian
Dave Batker
Isabel de la Torre
Stacey Folsom
Larisa Ruoff
Daniel Wemus
Mark Ritchie

India
USA
USA
USA
USA
Switzerland
USA

mathew.sebastian@indocert.org
dbatker@seanet.com
isatorre@seanet.com
Stacey@Infact.org
Larisa@infact.org
dwermus@infosud.org
mritchie@iatp.org

Daniel Jaffee
Robert Devlin
Kevin Healy
Jenny Botter

USA
USA
USA
Netherlands

dsjaffee@wisc.edu
robertde@iadb.org
khealy@iaf.gov
jenny.botter@icco.nl

Tom Barry
Laura Carlsen
Gonzalo Fanzul

USA
USA
Spain

Laura@irc-online.org
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slicdelhi@vsnal.net
mritchie@iatp.org
kariham@earthlink.net
kristi@igc.org
dwiehoff@iatp.org
nshawver@iatp.org
edougher@sas.upenn.edu
blilliston@iatp.org
rkerr@iclei.org

Organization

First Name Last Name

Country

E-Mail

International Indian Treaty Council
International Resources for Fairer trade
Intracen
Iowa State University
IPS
IRUPANA Andean Organic Food

Sammie Ardito
Arun Raste
Morten Scholer
Kathleen Delate
Diego Cevallos
Rodrigo Sanchez Saveedra

USA
India
Switzerland
USA
México
USA

youthprogram@treatycouncil.org
arun@irft.org
scholer@intracen.org

ISMAM
ISMAM
IUCN
IXIM ANTSETIK
JMG Foundation
Joining Hands against Hunger
“Jolom Mayaetik, A.C.”
“Jolom Mayaetik, A.C.”
“Jolom Mayaetik, A.C.”
Junta Nacional del Cafe
Just Us! Coffee Roasters Co-op
Just Works Consulting
Just World International
Kiee Lu’u S.S.S.
Kinal Antzetik
Kuapa Coco
Leadership Council Southwestern Illinois
L’Institut Nord-Sud
Louisiana Shrimp Assocation
Louisiana Shrimp Assocation
Lutheran World Relief
Maggie’s Organics
Mano a Mano Cooperativa
de Comercio Justo
Mano a Mano Cooperativa
de Comercio Justo
Maquita Cushunchic Comercializando
como Hermanos (MCCH)
Marin Interfaith Task Force
Marine Stewardship Council
Maryknoll
MASIPAG
Matollioli
Max Havelaar Switzerland
Maya Vinic
Maya Vinic
Maya Vinic
MCE Conseils
McGill University
Mellemfolkelig Samvirke
Mennonite Central Committee
Mennonite Central Committee
Mexican Center for Environmental Law
Ministerie van de Vlaamse Gemeenschap
“Ministry of Arts, Culture,
Science & Technology”
Ministry for Development Cooperation
Misereor
Mntto y Serv. Del Sur
MonkeyBiz
MonkeyBiz
Mott Foundation
Mott Foundation
Mujeres en Accion
Mujeres en Accion
Mujeres Por México

José Manuel Águila
Cupertino Ramírez Morales
Richard Tarasofsky
María del Carmen Cano Alvarez
Jon Cracknel
Carolyn Newcomb
Petrona López Pérez
Raquel Pacheco
Celia Sántiz Ruiz
Lorenzo Castillo Castillo
Jeffrey Moore
Jonathan Rosenthal
Jessica Newman
Austreberta Lujan Miranda
Perone Lopez Perez-Gavidia
Appiah-Kubi Abraham
Karen Wilson
Chantal Blovin
Margaret Curole
Kevin Curole
Sarah Ford
Bená Burda
Martin Barragan Ramirez

Mexico
Mexico
Germany
Mexico
UK
USA
Mexico
USA
Mexico
Peru
Canada
USA
USA
Mexico
Mexico
Ghana
USA
Canada
USA
USA
USA
USA
Mexico

mex@ipsenespul.org
rss_taz@hotmail.com;
irupanaintdev@entelnet.bo
ismamchiapas@laneta.apc.org
ismamchiapas@laneta.apc.org
Tarasofsky@t-online.de
carmenc2003@yahoo.com.mx
jon@cracknel.demon.co.uk
grannynuke@aol.com
jolom@prodigy.net.mx
raquel.pacheco@dartmouth.edu
jolom.mayaetik@prodigy.net.mx
jncperu@terra.com.pe
jeff@justuscoffee.com
jonathan@just-works.com
jnewman@justworldinternational.org
kieeluu@prodigy.net.mx
kinal@laneta.apc.org
abrahamlu2001@yahoo.co.uk
kwilson@siue.edu
cblovin@nsi-ins.ca
bmarks1@lsu.edu
bmarks1@lsu.edu
sford@lwr.org
benab@organicclothes.com
fairtrademex@manoamanocoop.com

Enriqueta Sanchez del Villar Flores Mexico

fairtrademex@gentel.com.mx

Dolores Lucio
Dale Sorensen
John Gummer
Jo Albright
Elizabeth Cruzada
Darinka Mangim
Paola Ghillani
Macario Gomez Arias
Juan Carlos Peraza
Agustin Vazquez Ruiz
Claude Dorion
Eli Spiegelman
Nils Broegger Jakobsen
Tina Hartmann
Rebeca Yoder
Gustavo Alanis
Sabrina Bijlsma
BS Ngubane

Ecuador
USA
UK
USA
Philippines
México
Switzerland
Mexico
Mexico
Mexico
Canada
Canada
Denmark
USA
USA
Mexico
Belgium
South Africa

alimentas@fundmcch.com.ec
mitf@igc.org
jsg@sancraft.com
jotal@earthlink.net
info@masipag.org
dmangino@hotmail.com
Sekretariat@MAXHAVELAAR.CH
cafe@mayavinic.com
cafe@mayavinic.com
cafe@mayavinic.com
cdorion@mceconseils.com
espiegelman@hotmail.com
tlf9742@hotmail.com
tkh@mccus.org
rjy@mcc.org

Agnes van Ardenne
Klaus Piepel
Angel Elizalde
Erica Elk
Cynthia Mbuyaswe
Sandra Smithey
Kay Treakle
Ana Melida Berrientos Rivera
Felipa Xico Ajquesay
Yolanda Vasquez

Netherlands
Germany
México
South Africa
South Africa
USA
USA
Guatemala
Guatemala
México

margriet.kuster@minbuza.nl
piepel@misereor.de
elizaldeacosta@mexico.com
monkeybiz@iafrica.com
monkeybiz@iafrica.com
ssmithey@mott.org
ktreakle@mott.org
meai@internetdetelgua.com.gt
meai@internetdetelgua.com.gt
mujxmex@prodigy.com.mx

sabrina.bijlsma@lin.vlaanderen.be
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First Name Last Name

Country

National Union of Cotton
Producers of Burkina Faso Francois
Navdanya
Navdanya
Navdanya
Navdanya
NYSUT/ AFT
OIKOCREDIT
Organic Consumers Association

Traore

Burkina Faso

Vandana Shiva
Kuwarjee Bhai Zadab
Darwan Sing Negi
Patrick Twomey
Jaime Mennealy
Terry Provance
Ryan Zinn

India
India
India
India
USA
USA
USA

Organic Consumers Association
Organic Consumers Association
Organic Consumers Organization
Oxfam Quebec
Oxfam Solidarity
Oxfam UK
Oxfam US
Oxfam International
Pachamama
PachaMama Coffee Cooperative
Pacific Institute
Pacific-Asia Resource Center
Pacific-Asia Resource Center
Pacific-Asia Resource Center
PADSUR
Paluch’en Sociedad Cooperativa
Peace Coffee
Permanent Mission of Benin to the WTO
Peruin
Pi Envirnomental Consulting
Plan Noticias
Presbyterian Hunger Program
PRODECOOP
PRODECOOP

Hope Buechler
Chris Treter
Ronnie Cummins
Dario Iezzoni
Thierry Kesteloot
Phil Bloomer
Vicky Rateau
Simon Ticehurst
Dana Geffner
Thaleon Tremain
Jason Morrison
Reiko Inoue
Yoko Kitazawa
YoKo Shimizu
Javier Peña
Sergio Zapata Dominguez
Scott Patterson
Samuel Amehu
Julio Roldán Ramos
Nancy Vallejo Hauselmann
Ryan Jessum
Andrew Bartlett
Alexa Marin Colindres
Denia Alexa Marin

USA
USA
USA
Canada
Belgium
UK
USA
Mexico
USA

Productores Agropecuarios
de la Selva Lacandona SSS
Proisch ARI
Proisch Aric
Pronatura Brazil
PRONATURA CHIAPAS A.C.
Public Citizen
Que QROO se entere
Rachel E Golden Fund
RAMSAR
Red Bioplaneta
Red Cafetalera de la Zona
Norte de Chiapas
Red de Ecoturismo Comunitario Maya
RIDES
RIDES
Roba Dell’Altro Mondo
Rockfeller Foundation
ROPPA
ROPPA
ROPPA
Rural Coalition
Rural Coalition
Rural Coalition
Rural Coalition
Rural Coalition
Rural Coalition
SAGE

Gustavo Flores Aquino

Mexico

Artemio Robledo
Artemio Robledo
Gilberto Mascarehnas
Susana Morán
Lisa Hoyos
Eloisa González
Rachel Golden
Alain Lambert
Marcela Alvarez Perez
Cecilia Elizondo

México
México
Brazil
USA
USA
México
USA
Switzerland
Mexico
Mexico

Gilmer Arroyo
Annie Dufey
Nicola Borregaard
Monica di Sisto
Janet Maughan
Jacques Bonnou
Ndiougou Fall
Desire Porquet
Randy Eldrige
Carlos Marentes
George Naylor
Rhonda Perry
Lorette Picciano
Bouapha Toommaly
Tomoko Takeshita

Mexico
Chile
Chile
Italy
USA

anniedufey@yahoo.com
nborregaard@rides.cl
albe@roba.coop; moni.disisto@iol.net
jmaughan@rockfound.org

Senegal

Cfongs@sentoo.sn

USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
Japan

bouapha@ruralco.org
taketomo57@hotmail.com
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USA
Japan
Japan
Japan
México
Mexico
USA
Benin
Mexico
Switzerland
Netherlands
USA
Nicaragua
Nicaragua

E-Mail

rfste@vsnl.com
rfste@vsnl.com
BijaVidyapeeth@vsnl.net
jlmennealy@caol.com
office.us@oikocredit.org
rzinn@laneta.apc.org;
ryan@organicconsumers.org
hopesmail@zlanet.com
chris@organicconsumers.org
ronnie@organicconsumers.org
IezzoniD@commerceequitable.com
thierry.kesteloot@oxfamsol.be
pbloomer@oxfam.org.uk
VRateau@OxfamAmerica.org
STicehurst@oxfam.org.mx
dana@pachamamaworld.com
Thaleon@pachamamacoop.com
jmorrison@pacinst.org
office@parc-jp.org
office@parc-jp.org
yosoyreves@hotmail.com
serzado@yahoo.com.mx
scott@peacecoffee.com

nvallejo@piec.org
ryan@noticias.nl
abartlet@ctr.pcusa.org
proderl@ibw.com
prodecoop@nicarao.org.ni;
prodecoop@ibw.com.ni
mielselva@hotmail.com
proischaric@prodigy.net.mx
proischarc@prodigy.net.mx
gccmascarenhas@uol.com.br
lhoyos@CITIZEN.ORG
egonzalez@diarioque.com.mx
rgo616@northwestern.edu
lambert@ramsar.org
blades_colon@latinmail.com;
cecieli@ecosur.prod.mx

Organization

First Name Last Name

Country

E-Mail

SAGE
SEMARNAT
SEMARNAT
SENTA
SETEM
SEWA/Nepal
Sierra Youth Coalition
Solidago Foundation
Solymar
Soppexca
SOS Faim
State Secretariat for
Economic Affairs SECO
State Secretariat for
Economic Affairs SECO
St. Lucia National Working Committee
on Trade and Banana Farmers
Strauss Communications
Streetwires
Swiss Coalition
Talon Sports
Global Ecolabeling Network
The North-South
Institute - L’Institut Nord-Sud
Tiemelonla
Tiemelonla
Tufts University
TransFair Canada
TransFair USA
TransFair USA
Trocaire
Tzijib Babi
Tzijib Babi
UADY
UC Davis
Un ponte per…Italia
UNAM
UNAM
UNAM
UNCTAD
UNDP
UNEP
Unión de Comunidades Indígenas
de la Región del Istmo (UCIRI)
Unión de Comunidades Indígenas
de la Región del Istmo (UCIRI)
Unión de Ejidos San Fernando
Unión Regional de Ejidos de Prod.
Y Com. Agropecuaria Costa Chica
(Guerrero URECH)
Unión Regional de Ejidos de
Prod. Y Com. Agropecuaria Costa Chica
(Guerrero URECH)
United Students for Fair Trade
Université du Québec
University of British Columbia
University of Tennessie APAL
University of Tennessie APAL
University of Toronto
University of Washington
Utne Magazine
ViviaRio
Western Washinton University

Aya Okada
Luz Aida Martinez Melendez
Manuel Pacheco Yanez
P. Mazhawidza
Pablo Cabrera Forneiro
Sunil Manandhar
Telfer Lindsay
Juan Carlos Aguilar
Martin Borrego
Antonio Talavora
Julie Janssens
Matthias Meyer

Japan
Mexico
Mexico
Zimbabwe
USA
Nepal
Canada
USA
Spain
Nicaragua
Belgium
Switzerland

ayaoct1@ybb.ne.jp
Imartinez@semarnat.gob.mx

Evelyne Zbinden

Switzerland

evelyne.zbinden@seco.admin.ch

Michael Strauss
Cathy Wijnberg
Michel Egger
Ammar Faisal Al Assad
John Polak
Chantal Blouin

USA
South Africa
Switzerland
Pakistan
Canada
Canada

Michael@StrausCom.com
wijnbergc@ctech.ac.za
megger@swisscoalition.ch
assad@talonsports.com
jpolak@terrachoice.ca
cblouin@nsi-ins.ca]

Francisco Mendoza López
Domingo Vázquez Cruz
Kevin Ghallager
Chantal Havard
Haven Bourque
Steve Sellers
Michael O’Brian
Fernando Dichi Robles
Pascual Lopez Gutierrez
Jose Luis Piña May
Alejandro Lopez-Feldmann
Maria Capello
Stefanie Kralisch
Juana Otilia Martinez Ramirez
David Garcia Contreras
Rubens Ricupero
Eveline Herfkens
Diego Masera Cerutti
Guadalupe Quiroz Jiménez

Mexico
Mexico
USA
Canada
USA
USA
Ireland
Mexico
Mexico
México
USA
Italia
Germany
Mexico
Mexico

Mexico
Mexico

eadc42@hotmail.com
eadc42@hotmail.com
kevin.gallagher@tufts.edu
chantal.havard@transfair.ca
haven@transfairusa.org
steve@transfairusa.org
mobrian@trocaire.ie
uapeis@prodigy.net.mx
uapeis@prodigy.net.mx
mrchacholiades@hotmail.com
feldmann@primal.ucdavis.edu
mari.capello@tiscali.it
cyprexxa@gmx.net
gama2rd@aol.com
gacoda27@hotmail.com
rubens.ricupero@unctad.org
eveline.herfkens@undp.org
dmasera@mail.rolac.unep.mx
uciri@prodigy.net.mx ; uciri@antequera.com

Isaías Martinez Morales

Mexico

uciri@prodigy.net.mx

Miguel Díaz López
Adán Cabrera García

Mexico
Mexico

ues@prodigy.net.mx
urech@prodigy.net.mx

Felix Castellano Hernandez

Mexico

urech@prodigy.net.mx

Isaak Grody-Patinkin
Marco Silvestro
Ruth Buchanan
Daniel De La Torre Ugarte
Jeanine De La Torre Ugarte
Amber McNair
Phil Bereano
Leif Utne
Ana Larronda Asti
Jonathan Burkham

USA
Canada
Canada
USA
USA
Canada
USA
USA
Brazil
USA

grodyi@whitman.edu
marco.silvestro@UMontreal.CA
buchanan@law.ubc.ca
danieltu@UTK.edu

phidesmaz@yahoo.com.au
pcabrera@setem.org
sewa@sewahq.wlink.com.np
info@sierrayouthcoalition.com
juancarlos@solidago.org
mcb@hotmail.com
sopexxcc@tmx.com.ni
jja@sosfaim.be

Flavia Cherry

a.mcnair@yahoo.com
pbereano@u.washington.edu
LEIF@UTNE.COM
larronda@vivario.org.br
jmburkham@hotmail.com
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First Name Last Name

Country

E-Mail

Women’s Edge Coalition
World Bank
World Federalist Movement
World Vision
World Vision Brazil
World Vision Brazil
World Vision International
WRI
WTO
WTO Relief Group
WWF
Xochipilli
Yale Center for Environmental
Law & Policy/GETS
Yeni Navan
Youth Farmers of France

Marceline White
Guillermo Perry
James Arputharaj
Haidy Ear-Dupuy
Glayson Santos
João Diniz
Abundio Luis Armenta Fraire
Faeth Paul
Vesile Kolacoglu
Jamie Taucher
Evelin Bermudez
Inez Villasenor Salto
Monica Araya

USA

mwhite@womensedge.org
Gperry@worldbank.org
jamesarputharaj@hotmail.com
Haidy_Ear-Dupuy@wvi.org
glayson_santos@wvi.org
joao_diniz@wvi.org; ana_carolina@wvi.org
Luis_Armenta@wvi.org
graceb@wri.org
Vesile.Kulacoglu@wto.org
CENTEREYE@LYCOS.COM
eveling.bermudez@bluewin.ch
xochipilli@laneta.apc.org
monica.araya@yale.edu

Francisco Cruz Sánchez
Francois Vanier
Christopher Bacon
Jennifer Baker
Jordon Baram
Marlon Barbosa
Lina Blanchette-Moreco
Diana Bronson
Jordan Brooke
Pedro Camargo
Caspari Cathrine
Andrew Cox
Anne Dufey
Susanna Duncan
Nestor Eugenio
Mike Fox
Paul Grist
Priya Haji
Russell Howie
Norm Kaethler
Kevin Keeffe
Stephanie Leichner
Enrique Lendo
Terra Murphey
Katherine O’Donnell
Rebeca Ornelas B.
Claudio Pelleteri
Manja Reuter
Christian Rosendahl
Kirsten Schwind
Catherine Torpey
Suzan Short
Arion Thiboumery
Ricardo Vallejo
Scott Vaughn
Joel Wainwright
Ivan Zuniga

USA
USA
Brazil
Brazil
Mexico
USA
USA
Switzerland
Mexico
USA
Mexico
France
Nicaragua
USA
USA
Brazil
Canada
Canada
USA
Brazil
USA
Australia
Mexico
Venezuela
USA
UK
USA
USA

michiza@prodigy.net.mx
f.vanier@terre-net.fr
cbacon@ibw.com.ni
jennifer.baker@miis.edu
baram@fas.harvard.edu
marlon.barbosa@rnda.gov.br
MORECO@videotron.ca
dbronson@lchrdd.ca
chickadee80@yahoo.com
p.camargoneto@uol.com.br
ccaspari@gmx.de
ajamescox73@hotmail.com
A.Dufey@sussex.ac.uk
annajduncan@hotmail.com
mtien02@hem.vnn.vn

Australia
Germany
Mexico

paulgrist@hotmail.com
priyahaji@mba.berkeley.edu
gnomemad@hotmail.com
normkaethler@yahoo.com
kevin.keeffe@bigpond.com
boedefeld2@web.de
elendo@semarnat.gob.mx

USA
Mexico
Argentinia
Mexico
Mexico
USA
USA
UK
USA
Mexico
USA
USA
Mexico

o_donnellk@hartwick.edu
rebeca@webmails.com
claudiopelleteri@hotmail.com
ManjaReuter@gmx.net
carosendahl@hotmail.com
schwindk@umich.edu
torpeyc@mville.edu
suziefran@hotmail.com
athiboumery@hampshire.edu
rvallejo-guemez@hotmail.com
svaughan@oas.org
wain0012@tc.umn.edu
izuniga@eambiental.org

* This is a partial list, which primarily includes those who registered prior to the event.
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